
 
 
 

NOTICE OF PUBLIC HEARING 
 

CITY OF ALBANY 
LANDMARKS ADVISORY COMMISSION 

MUNICIPAL COURT ROOM 
Albany City Hall, 333 Broadalbin Street SW 

Wednesday, October 4, 2017 
6:00 p.m. 

 
AGENDA 

 
 
 

1. CALL TO ORDER 
 

2. PLEDGE OF ALLEGIANCE 
 

3. ROLL CALL 
 

4. PUBLIC COMMENT 
 

5. PUBLIC HEARING 
a. HI-10-17; Historic Review of Exterior Alterations at 115 Ellsworth Street SW to install an exhaust hood 

on wall facing the alley  
b. HI-08-17; Historic Review of Exterior Alterations to construct addition on the back of the house at 1140 

Calapooia Street SW  
 

6. OTHER BUSINESS 
a. October 17, 2017 CLG Workshop  

 
7. APPROVAL OF MINUTES 

a. June 6, 2017 
b. August 2, 2017 
c. September 6, 2017 

 
8. NEXT MEETING DATE  

a. November 1, 2017 
 

9. ADJOURNMENT 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

The location of the hearing is accessible to the disabled. If you need special accommodations to attend or 
participate, please notify the Human Resources Department in advance by calling 541-917-7500. 

www.cityofalbany.net 

Rules of Conduct for Public Hearing 
 

1. No person shall be disorderly, abusive, or disruptive 
of the orderly conduct of the hearing. 

2. Persons shall not testify without first receiving 
recognition from the presiding officer and stating 
their full name and residence address. 

3. No person shall present irrelevant, immaterial, or 
repetitious testimony or evidence. 

4. There shall be no audience demonstrations such as 
applause, cheering, display of signs, or other 
conduct disruptive of the hearing. 

http://www.cityofalbany.net/
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COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT DEPARTMENT 

 

333 Broadalbin Street SW, P.O. Box 490; Albany, OR 97321 Phone: 541-917-7550 Fax: 541-917-7598 
www.cityofalbany.net 

 

STAFF REPORT 
Historic Review of Exterior Alterations (HI-10-17) 

 

HEARING BODY LANDMARKS ADVISORY COMMISSION   

HEARING DATE Wednesday, October 4, 2017   

HEARING TIME 6:00 p.m.   

HEARING LOCATION Albany City Hall, Municipal Court Room, 333 Broadalbin Street SW  

 
EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

This staff report concerns a Historic Review of Exterior Alterations application to install a commercial 
kitchen exhaust hood on the historical Bickman Building, which is located on the southeast corner of 
Ellsworth Street and 1st Avenue SW in the Downtown Historic District.  The hood is required to meet 
State building code life safety and fire prevention requirements for cooking facilities and is proposed in an 
existing window opening on the back of the building, facing the alley.  The analysis in this report finds the 
exhaust hood, as proposed and conditioned, satisfies the applicable review criteria for compatibility.  
 

 

GENERAL INFORMATION   
DATE OF REPORT: September 26, 2017  

FILE: HI-10-17  

TYPE OF APPLICATION: Historic Review of Exterior Alterations to install exhaust hood in 
window opening on wall facing the alley 

 

REVIEW BODY: Landmarks Advisory Commission  

APPLICANT: Elizabethe Bobe; 115 Ellsworth Street SW, Albany, OR 97321  

OWNER: Sid Stevens; 140 West 1st Avenue SW, Albany, OR 97321  

ADDRESS/LOCATION: 115 Ellsworth Street SW, Albany, OR 97321 (Little Wuesten Cafe)  

MAP/TAX LOT: Linn County Assessor’s Map No. 11S-03W-06CC; Tax Lot 4300  

ZONING: Historic Downtown (HD) District with Historic /HD Overlay 
(Downtown) 

 

PROPERTY RATING: Historic-Contributing, Downtown National Register Historic District  

 
NOTICE INFORMATION 
 
On September 6, 2017, a Notice of Public Hearing was mailed to property owners within 300 feet of the 
subject property.  The hearing notice was also posted on the subject site as of the date of this staff report. 
No public comments have been received to date.   
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STAFF ANALYSIS 
 
REVIEW CRITERIA 
 
Section 7.150 of the Albany Development Code (ADC), Article 7, establishes the following review 
criteria (in bold italics) for Historic Review of Exterior Alterations applications.  Only one of the review 
criteria must be met for the application to be approved. 
 
ADC 7.150 Exterior Alterations Criteria.  For applications other than for the use of substitute 
materials, the review body must find that one of the following criteria has been met in order to approve 
an alteration request.  
 
(1) The proposed alteration will cause the structure to more closely approximate the historical 

character, appearance or material composition of the original structure than the existing 
structure, OR 

 
(2) The proposed alteration is compatible with the historic characteristics of the area and with the 

existing structure in massing, size, scale, materials, and architectural features. 
 
ADC 7.150 provides that the review body will use the Secretary of the Interior’s Standards for 
Rehabilitation as guidelines in determining whether the proposed alteration meets the review criteria.  It is 
noted that alterations to buildings participating in Oregon’s Special Assessment of Historic Property 
Program also require review and approval by the State Historic Preservation Office; however, no 
alterations to participating buildings are proposed in this instance.   
 
The analysis below represents findings related to the applicable review criteria from ADC 7.150.  These 
findings are followed by the evaluation of the Secretary of Interior Standards (identified in italics).  Staff 
conclusions and recommended conditions of approval are presented after the evaluation of the Secretary 
of Interior’s Standards.  
 
FINDINGS OF FACT 
 
1. Historical Character of the Building and Area.  The Bikman Building is a Historic Contributing 

commercial building in the Downtown Historic District.  The building is located on the southeast 
corner of Ellsworth Street and 1st Avenue SW, with its primary storefront facing 1st Avenue (Sid 
Stevens Jewelers) and a secondary storefront facing Ellsworth (Little Wuesten Café).  The building is 
near the northeast extent of the district, in the commercial retail core of Albany’s historic downtown 
and surrounded by other Historic Contributing commercial buildings.  
 

2. Per the 1999 Historic Resource Survey form (see Attachment C), the c. 1925 Mission style 
commercial building was designed by Charles Burggraf and has a rectangular plan, concrete 
structural framing, a flat roof with a penthouse gable above, with a second floor divided into 
apartments and a penthouse unit on the third floor.  Exterior surfacing materials are stucco and red 
brick tiles, with groups of three double-hung, one-over-one windows with stucco panels as the 
primary window type.  Decorative features include fluted pilasters, a semi-circular entrance pediment, 
and simple molded cornice with brackets.  The survey form indicates that the building’s storefront 
windows have been altered, the original entrance was open-arched under the pediment area, and the 
penthouse was added circa 1930.  
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3. City records indicate that Historic Review approval was granted in 1998 for the addition of the 
window and door on the west side of the building, facing Ellsworth (City file HI-07-98).  Historic 
photos of the Bikman Building in City file records show no storefront on the building’s west side 
facing Ellsworth.  
 

4. The back alley-facing wall of the Bickman building is painted brick with several recessed and arched 
openings that remain or that have been filled in with wood, brick, or cement.  Attached to the wall are 
a steel balcony and other metal hardware, vents, and pipes.  City file records do not include historic 
photos of this side of the building.  

 
5. Proposed Exterior Alterations.  The applicant proposes to install an exhaust hood for cooking in an 

existing window opening facing the alley.  The exhaust hood is required to meet building code life 
safety and fire prevention requirements for commercial cooking facilities of the Little Wuesten Café.  

 
6. The applicant explored the possibility of installing the hood in other locations on the building, 

including the roof and openings that have already been enclosed on the back of the building,  and 
determined that the proposed location in an existing window opening on the back of the building is 
the least impactful to the building and most practical option available.  

 
7. Installing the hood in the proposed window opening will require the removal of the window within 

the opening and enclosure of the opening.  The applicant proposes to leave the sill and brick 
surrounding the opening intact and to enclose the opening around the hood with cement block painted 
to match the color of the surrounding wall.  The removed window is proposed to be retained on the 
premises so that it can be reinstalled if the hood is removed in the future.  

 
8. The applicant’s submittal includes a narrative and photos detailing the proposal with a graphic 

rendering of the proposed hood within the existing opening (Attachment B). 
 

9. As shown, the proposed hood is scaled to the window opening in which it is proposed and generally 
blends in with the other venting, equipment, and hardware on the rear of the building.   

 
EVALUATION OF THE SECRETARY OF INTERIOR’S STANDARDS FOR REHABILITATION 

ADC 7.160 The Secretary of the Interior’s Standards for Rehabilitation. The following standards are to 
be applied to rehabilitation projects in a reasonable manner, taking into consideration economic and 
technical feasibility. 

 
ADC 7.160 (1) A property shall be used for its historic purpose or be placed in a new use that requires 
minimal change to the defining characteristics of the building and its site and environment. 

ADC 7.160 (2) The historic character of a property shall be retained and preserved. The removal of 
historic material or alteration of features and spaces that characterize a property shall be avoided. 

ADC 7.160 (3) Each property shall be recognized as a physical record of its time, place and use. Changes 
that create a false sense of historical development, such as adding conjectural features or architectural 
elements from other buildings shall not be undertaken. 

ADC 7.160 (4) Most properties change over time; those changes that have acquired historic significance 
in their own right shall be retained and preserved. 

ADC 7.160 (5) Distinctive features, finishes, and construction techniques or examples of craftsmanship 
that characterize a historic property shall be preserved.  
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ADC 7.160 (6) Deteriorated historic features shall be repaired rather than replaced. Where the severity 
of deterioration requires replacement of a distinctive feature, the new feature shall match the old in 
design, color, texture, and other visual qualities and, where possible, materials. Replacement of missing 
features shall be substantiated by documentary, physical, or pictorial evidence. 

ADC 7.160(7) Chemical or physical treatments, such as sandblasting, that cause damage to historic 
material shall not be used. The surface cleaning of structures, if appropriate, shall be undertaken using 
the gentlest means possible. 

ADC 7.160(8) Significant archeological resources affected by a project shall be protected and preserved.  
If such resources must be disturbed, mitigation measures shall be undertaken. 

ADC 7.160 (9) New additions, exterior alterations, or related new construction shall not destroy historic 
materials that characterize the property. The new work shall be differentiated from the old and shall be 
compatible with the massing, size, scale, and architectural features to protect the historic integrity of the 
property and its environment. 

ADC 7.160(10) New additions and adjacent or related new construction shall be undertaken in such a 
manner that if removed in the future, the essential form and integrity of the historic property and its 
environment would be unimpaired. 

FINDINGS OF FACT 

10. Building Use (ADC 7.160(1)).  The Bikman Building originally housed the Woolworth Dime Store 
and has been continuously occupied by a variety of retail commercial uses, including jewelry stores 
and eateries for ice cream, sweets, and lunch.  The existing jewelry and café use of the building is 
consistent with the historic use of the building, and the proposed alterations are necessary to enable 
these types of uses to continue in conformance with present-day life safety and fire prevention 
standards.  The proposed alteration will maintain the viability of the building by enabling it to be used 
for its historical purpose, consistent with standard ADC 7.160(1).  
 

11. Historic Character and Distinctive Features, Reversibility (ADC 7.160(2), (5), and (10)).  The 
character-defining and distinctive features of the building are located on the main elevations rather 
than the alley-facing elevation where the hood is proposed.  The proposed hood will fit within an 
existing window opening.  The altered window opening is proposed to be enclosed in a manner 
similar to the other windows on the alley-facing wall and will remain visible, with the surrounding 
brickwork retained.  Installing the exhaust hood or removing it in the future would not alter features 
or spaces that characterize the property, or impair its form and integrity.  The proposed alteration 
preserves the building’s significant character-defining features and avoids the removal of historic 
material.  The proposal is consistent with standard ADC 7.160(2), (5) and (10). 
 

12. Historic Record and Compatibility (ADC 7.160(3), (4), and (9)).  The placement of the exhaust hood 
on the alley wall is consistent with the placement of other mechanical equipment, vents, and 
alterations that have occurred over time to serve the functional needs of the building and avoid the 
removal of historic materials.  The window that will be altered is likely original but is not a distinctive 
feature that characterizes the property.  The proposed hood will serve a functional purpose and will be 
accommodated within an existing opening that will be enclosed with the surrounding brick and sill 
intact, similar to other windows openings on the wall.  The altered opening will be enclosed and 
painted to blend in with the wall and other without the addition of conjectural features from other 
architectural styles or other adornment.  As proposed, the original window opening will remain 
visible and it will be apparent that the historical window was altered to accommodate a contemporary 
exhaust hood.  The proposal is consistent with standard ADC 7.160(3), (4), and (9).  
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13. Guidelines ADC 7.160 (6), (7) and (8)) are not applicable.  The proposal does not replace a 
deteriorated feature instead of repairing it and no chemical or physical treatments or soil disturbance 
is proposed.  Per the historic survey, there are no known archaeological resources on the site.  

 
CONCLUSIONS 

 
1. To be approved, the proposal must demonstrate conformance with at least one of the criteria in 

ADC 7.150.  The proposed alterations do not satisfy criterion ADC 7.150(1) because the addition of 
contemporary exhaust hood will not cause the structure to more closely approximate the historic 
character, appearance or material composition of the original structure than the existing structure.  
Therefore, the proposed alteration must satisfy the compatibility criterion ADC 7.150(2) to be 
approved. 
 

2. The proposed exhaust hood is required to meet building code life safety and fire prevention 
requirements for cooking facilities.  Installation of the hood will enable the building to remain viable 
for its historic purpose and the existing café use to continue.   
 

3. The proposed placement of the exhaust hood minimizes impacts to the historic character of the 
building.  
 

4. The addition of the cooking exhaust hood does not affect building size or massing or compromise its 
historic character. 
 

5. The exhaust hood is proposed to be installed in a manner that it will blend in with the rest of the wall, 
with compatible materials, design, architectural details, and craftsmanship.  

 
6. The proposal to install a hood on the back of the Bikman building will meet Criterion ADC 7.150(2), 

with Condition of Approval 1 and 2, which will ensure the exhaust hood is installed as proposed and 
in accordance with applicable requirements. 
 

OVERALL CONCLUSION 
 
The application for Historic Review of Exterior Alterations satisfies all of the applicable standards and 
review criteria with adherence to the conditions outlined in this report. 
 
OPTIONS FOR THE LANDMARKS ADVISORY COMMISSION  
 
The LAC has three options with respect to the subject application: 
 

Option 1:    Approve; 
 
Option 2:    Approve with Conditions; or 
 
Option 3:    Deny 

 
Staff Recommendation 
 
Based on the analysis in this report, staff recommends the Landmarks Advisory Commission pursue 
Option 2 and approve the application with the conditions of approval provided below. 
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CONDITIONS OF APPROVAL 
 
Condition 1  The proposed alterations shall be as described and depicted in the application materials 

and staff report.  (Installed within existing window opening, the opening enclosed and 
painted to match south wall of the building, and the surrounding brick and sill below the 
window remaining intact.) 

 
Condition 2 The applicant shall obtain required building permits associated with the proposal.  Work 

associated with the proposal shall comply with the Building Code, as adopted and 
amended by the State of Oregon; and other applicable state and local codes and 
ordinances related to building, development, fire, health, and safety, including other 
provisions of the Albany Development Code.  

 
ATTACHMENTS 
 
A. Location Map 
 
B. Applicant’s Submittal 
 B.1-B.2  Application Narrative and Photo Log 
 B.3-B.4  Application Photo Log with Illustration of Proposed Exhaust Hood 
 B.5  New Equipment Floor Plan 
 B.6-B.9  Hood Equipment Bid 
 B.10-B.41 Equipment List and Cost Summary 
 
C. Historic Resources Survey Form and Select Historic File Records  
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Written Statement for Landmarks Advisory Committee 

Proposed Type 1 Ventilation Hood for  

Little Wuesten Café located at 115 Ellsworth Street SW, Albany, OR 97321 

 

Proposed Project 

Little Wuesten Café is proposing to install a Type 1 Ventilation Hood with Fire Suppression in the kitchen 
for multiple purposes: 

1.) Fire Protection Requirements – the Albany Fire Marshal and Albany Building Manager are 
requiring that we install a Type 1 Hood with Fire Suppression system in order to continue 
operating as a food service establishment.  If I do not install the hood, we would no longer 
be allowed to operate as a German Bakery and café.   

2.) Adequate ventilation and cooling – currently the temperature of the kitchen is 
uncomfortable for the staff and, at times, uncomfortable for the diners.  Installation of a 
ventilation system will allow for the excess head to evacuate from the kitchen keeping 
kitchen staff and diners comfortably cool during the summer months. 

3.) One noticeable benefit is that we have discovered that Little Wuesten Café, along with 
Novak’s, are the only purveyors of German, Austrian, Hungarian or Swiss food between 
Mount Angel and Coos Bay.  While this is not a strong reason to receive permission to install 
a hood, the cultural uniqueness of our business and our neighbors does not go unnoticed by 
visitors to Albany. 

Criteria for Exterior Alteration Request 

There were two proposed locations of the ventilation hood on the building: 1.) through the third floor to 
be vented out in the location of a boarded up door on the third floor. 2.) through the existing window as 
depicted in the photographic log.  Placing the hood through the bricked wall was not even considered as 
we felt that completely contradicts the intent of minimizing impact to the building and historical 
aesthetic.   

Little Wuesten Café is proposing installation of the hood in the location of an existing window (on the 
second floor) as depicted on the Photographic log for following reasons: 

1.) Installation of the hood through the third floor and through the former door location on the 
third floor would block a hallway on the third floor.  The building owner, Sid Stevens, has 
plans to re-develop the second and third floor of this building and a vent pipe through the 
former door would negatively affect this endeavor. 

2.) The installation of the hood through the existing second floor window would require 
minimal impact to the aesthetic of the building and eliminate the potential for blocking any 
walkways or hallways. 

3.) The location of the proposed hood in the alley way south of the building is aesthetically 
acceptable as other structures are also located coming out of the building as shown in the 
photographic log. 
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Secretary of Interior Standards for Rehabilitation 

The Bikman Building where the Little Wuesten Café is located has historically served as a retail business 
from its original construction to its current use as a jeweler’s store and café.  The owners, Sid and Susan 
Stevens, take great care and pride in the historical significance of the Bikman Building and plan to 
continue this tradition.  I, as the owner of the Little Wuesten Café, also take great pride in the fact that 
we are housed in such a historically significant building.  I feel very fortunate to have the opportunity to 
house my business in this amazing building.  We chose the location of the ventilation hood in the alley 
way due to the following reasons: 

1.) The alleyway provides the least intrusive and least obvious for the installation of the 
ventilation hood.  The proposed hood location would likely disguise, so to speak, the hood 
as it would be located in an inconspicuous location and noticeability from the Ellsworth 
Street perspective would be minimal. 

2.) The location of the hood in the alleyway is honestly the most feasible due to the location of 
the kitchen which is abutted up against the southwest corner of the first floor of the Bikman 
Building and adjacent to the alleyway. 

3.) Installation of the hood through the existing window will also minimize changes to the 
integrity of the building as other options would be to install the hood through the wall of the 
building which would definitely and greatly negatively compromise the historical integrity of 
the building. 

4.) The proposed changes to the building is reversible.  In case of an unexpected business upset 
where we would have to remove the ventilation hood, the window can be replaced with the 
original glass as we propose to keep the original window in safe keeping. 

5.) Prior to the startup of Little Wuesten Café, the location housed the former Red Daisy Coffee 
Shop.  After the Red Daisy Coffee Shop ceased operations, the space sat empty for 8 
months.  Due to the lack of use, there were concerns that the space would have 
experienced some deterioration due to lack of use.  Fortunately, the space was still in good 
shape with respect to utility lines, paint and other interior and exterior structures.  A 
building thrives when it has occupants.  We hope to continue to stay in this space for many 
years as it is a wonderful location, we have great landlords with the Stevens family, and we 
have amazing customers visiting us daily.  Little Wuesten Café is very proud to be a member 
of such a remarkable community. 
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Photograph Log of Hood Installation Project 

Little Wuesten Cafe located at 115 Ellsworth Street SW, Albany, OR 

 

Location of alley south of Little Wuesten Café where the proposed Type 1 Hood will be installed.  Café is 
located on left side and Albany Antique Mall is located on right side. 

 

 

Picture of alley from the perspective of the alley entrance. 
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Proposed location of the Type 1 Hood in existing window.  Please note the location of the hood in 
relation to the southwest corner of the building in relation to Ellsworth Street SW. 

 

 

The engineer’s rendition of what the hood will look like in the existing window. Please note the window 
area surrounding the proposed hood is to be enclosed with concrete block and the area will be painted 
to match the surrounding color of the exterior wall.  This appears to be the minimal amount of visually 
aesthetic impact for the project. 
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 Quotation 

_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

Project: CBD - Little Wueston Cafe - 8-4-17 

To: From: 
CBD Engineering Jerry Austin 
Attention:  David Bachmeier JOHNSON AIR PRODUCTS 
 2220 SE 9TH AVENUE 

 PORTLAND OR 97293 
 Phone: (503)234-5071 
 Fax: (503)233-0451 

 Email: jaustin@johnsonair.com 

_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

Johnson Air Products is pleased to offer for your consideration the following proposal: 
  

  
Summary 
Budget price:  $11,250.00 
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Belt Drive Centrifugal Sidewall Exhaust Fan 

Model: CWB-141-5 

Mark: Exhaust Fan 

Quantity: 1 
Volume: 1,214 CFM 
Total SP: 0.879 in. wg 
FRPM: 1227 RPM 
Motor Power: 1/2 hp 
Voltage: 230 
Phase: 1 
Cycles: 60 Cycle 

Product Summary 
Fan Model: CWB-141-5 

Base - CWB Fan 
Motor - 1/2 hp, ODP, 230/60/1, 1725 rpm - Factory Mounted 
Drive - 1227 RPM - Factory Mounted 

Accessories 
UL/cUL 762 Listed - "Power Ventilators for Rest. Exh. Appliances" 
Switch, NEMA-1, Toggle, Shipped with Unit 

Junction Box Mounted & Wired 
Birdscreen: Galvanized 
Heat Baffle (Attached) 

Unit Warranty: 1 Yr (Standard) 

Belt Drive Centrifugal Inline Fan 

Model: BSQ-130-3 

Mark: Make up Air Unit 
Quantity: 1 

Volume: 1,025 CFM 
Total SP: 0.593 in. wg 
FRPM: 1214 RPM 
Motor Power: 1/3 hp 
Voltage: 230 
Phase: 1 
Cycles: 60 Cycle 

Product Summary 
Fan Model: BSQ-130-3 

Base - BSQ Fan 
Motor - 1/3 hp, ODP, 230/60/1, 1725 rpm - Factory Mounted 
Drive - 1214 RPM - Factory Mounted 

Accessories 
UL/cUL 705 Listed - "Power Ventilators" 
Switch, NEMA-1, Toggle, Shipped with Unit 

Junction Box Mounted & Wired 
Damper  Shipped Loose, Inline, VCD-23-OB-18X18, Not Coated 
Damper Actuator (TFB120), 230 VAC Actuated 
Motor Cover 
Sloped Filter Box, 1 in. Aluminum Filters 
Isolators & Brackets, Spring Hanging (2 Kit(s): Qty 8, PN: 850344) (Shipped Loose) 

Unit Warranty: 1 Yr (Standard) 
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Greenheck - Single Wall - Exhaust Only Wall Canopy Hood 

Model: GHEW-T-92.00-S     92" Long, 45" Wide, 12" High 

Mark: Type 1 Hood 
 

 Performance Enhancing Lip (P.E.L.) for up to 31% lower exhaust rates 

 Sloped grease trough with enclosed grease cup per NFPA 96 requirements 

 430 SS Where Exposed 

 UL 710 Listed w/ out Exhaust Fire Damper 

 Stainless Steel Baffle Filters 

 Factory Mounted 3" Back airspace 

 Wall mounted utility / fire cabinet 

 1 Section - 1214 cfm - exhaust with 1 Factory Mounted Exhaust Collar(s) 

 1 - Exhaust Collar - 9" x 12" 

 3 - Globe light fixtures (bulbs not included) 

  

  
Custom Heater 

Model: IDHC 

Mark: Electric Duct Heater 
 

Row ID Tag Quantit
y 

Width Height Kilowatt
s 

Stages Amps Power 
Fusing 

Dimensi
on Q 

Dimensi
on Z 

Dimensi
on BD 

Dimensi
on U 

1-1  1 14.000 12.000 15.2 2 66.087 Yes 28.5 14.5 4.5 4.875 

Ansul R-102  -    appliance specific fire system 

Model: FSSC - 6 - 1 

Mark: Fire Suppression 
 

 
Hood Protection 

  

 Ansul R-102  -   3 gallon appliance specific fire system 

  

 Cabinet Mounted - Wall Cabinet on Hood - All required system parts included 

 Pre-piped hood with detection 

 Factory Coordinated Install 

 Mechanical Shutoff Valve, 2",  (Ansul) 

 Metal Blow Off Caps 

 Permits and Puff (air) test included 

 Protects hood(s): 

  Type 1 Hood Section 1 

  
 

Greenheck - Temperature Interlock 

Model: Automatically starts fans when cooking occurs 

Mark: Temperature Interlock 
 

 Controls Mounting Location - Wall Cabinet on Type 1 Hood 

 UL Listed 

 Digital display with remote temperature adjustment 

 Temperature Interlock Sensors Installed - Quantity 1 

 Thermal Overloads In Cabinet 
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Model: ESD-435 
Mark : Louver 
PRODUCT DETAILS 
Frame: 4 in. x 0.081 in. Frame Thickness 
Frame Type: Flanged, 1.5 in., Exterior 
Blades: 0.081 in. Fixed Blade Thickness 
Material: Aluminum 
Sizing: Nominal 
Shape: Rectangular 
Construction: Mechanically Fastened 

OPTIONS & ACCESSORIES 
Finish: Mill  
Bird Screen: 0.75 in. x 0.05 in., Flat Expanded Aluminum, 

Internal, Mill Finish 
 

Warranty: 1 Yr (Standard) Product Warranty  
 

Summary 

ID # TAG QTY. W (in.) H (in.) FREE AREA 
(ft2) 

FREE AREA 
(%) SECT. WIDE SECT. HIGH SHIP SECT. 

 
3-1 
 

 1 26 26 2.17 47.1 1 1 1 

Total Louver Qty: 1 Total Weight (lb): 16 Louver Area (ft2): 5 

Total Ship Sect.: 1 
    

**Weight shown is an estimate only based on the default base product configuration without options or accessories.  

Larger openings may require field assembly of multiple louver panels to make up the overall opening size. Individual louver panels are designed to withstand windloads up to a maximum of 25 
PSF (size and configuration dependent). Design, materials and installation of structural reinforcement required to adequately support large sections or multiple section assemblies within a large 
opening are not provided by Greenheck. Unless specifically indicated, the following are NOT included in the quote provided: structural steel, installation hardware (anchors, angle clips, 
continuous angles, shims, fasteners, inserts, backer rod and sealant), field measuring and/or installation, miscellaneous flashing, trim or enclosures, blank off panels, mullion covers or mullion 
hardware, hinged frames or removable subframes, custom bird/insect screen, 3-coat, metallic and/or exotic paint finishes, bituminous paints for unlike metals, any applicable taxes, stamped and 
sealed structural calculations seismic calculations or job specific engineered submittal drawings.  
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Job Title: CBD - Little Wueston Cafe - 8-4-17

Elevation: (ft) 200
Date: 8/04/2017
Submitted By: Jerry Austin

JOHNSON AIR PRODUCTS
2220 SE 9TH AVENUE
PO BOX 15098
PORTLAND, OR 97293
US
Phone: (503)234-5071
Fax: (503)233-0451
Email Address: jaustin@johnsonair.com

SUBMITTAL

P.O. Box 410 Schofield, WI  54476 (715) 359-6171 FAX (715) 355-2399 www.greenheck.com
Generated by: jaustin@johnsonair.com

CAPS 4.23.1592 G:\Job Data Files\Jerry\Active Jobs 2017\A-F\CBD - Little Wueston Cafe - 8-4-17.gfcj Page 1 of 28
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*Overall height may be greater depending on motor

28.88

29.75

19.38

22.13

Model: CWB-141-5
Belt Drive Centrifugal Sidewall Exhaust Fan

Dimensional

Quantity 1
Weight w/o Acc's (lb) 68

Weight w/ Acc's (lb) 76

Max T Motor Frame Size 145
Wall Opening (in.) 15.5 x 15.5

Performance

Requested Volume (CFM) 1,214

Actual Volume (CFM) 1,214

External SP (in. wg) 0.879

Total SP (in. wg) 0.879

Fan RPM 1227

Operating Power (hp) 0.36

Elevation (ft) 200

Airstream Temp.(F) 70

Air Density (lb/ft3) 0.074

Drive Loss (%) 10.0

Tip Speed (ft/min) 4,700
Static Eff. (%) 52

Motor

Motor Mounted Yes

Size (hp) 1/2

Voltage/Cycle/Phase 230/60/1

Enclosure ODP

Motor RPM 1725

Windings 1
NEC FLA* (Amps) 4.9

Notes:
All dimensions shown are in units of in.
*NEC FLA - based on tables 430.248 or 430.250 of
National Electrical Code 2014. Actual motor FLA may vary,
for sizing thermal overload, consult factory.
LwA - A weighted sound power level, based on ANSI S1.4
dBA - A weighted sound pressure level, based on 11.5 dB
attenuation per Octave band at 5 ft - dBA levels are not
licensed by AMCA International
Sones - calculated using AMCA 301 at 5 ft

Sound Power by Octave Band
Sound
Data 62.5 125 250 500 1000 2000 4000 8000 LwA dBA Sones

Inlet 69 82 71 65 62 61 55 52 71 59 10.8
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Model: CWB-141-5
Belt Drive Centrifugal Sidewall Exhaust Fan
Standard Construction Features:
- Aluminum housing - Backward inclined aluminum wheel - Birdscreen mounted to
the discharge perimeter - Removable mounting plate - Ball bearing motors - Motor
and drives isolated on shock mounts - Adjustable motor pulley - Adjustable motor
plate - Fan shaft mounted in ball bearing pillow blocks - Bearing meet or exceed
temperature rating of fan - Static free belts - Corrosion resistant fasteners
Selected Options & Accessories:
UL/cUL 762 Listed - "Power Ventilators for Rest. Exh. Appliances"
Switch, NEMA-1, Toggle, Shipped with Unit
Junction Box Mounted & Wired
Birdscreen: Galvanized
Heat Baffle (Attached)
Unit Warranty: 1 Yr (Standard)
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Disconnect Switch
Enclosure Rating: NEMA-1
Standard Construction Features:
Enclosure constructed for indoor use to provide a degree of protection to personnel against incidental contact with the enclosed
equipment and to provide a degree of protection against falling dust. This enclosure meets the rod entry and the indoor
corrosion protection design tests. The rod entry test is intended to simulate incidental contact with enclosure equipment.
Enclosure is equipped with provision to lockout in the off position with customer supplied lock.

Notes: All dimensions shown are in units of in.

Electrical Drawing Details

Wiring
Schematic

4.35

2.50

2.000.72
1.06

1.65

1.06

Ø0.28
(4 HOLES)

Disconnect Switch Configuration

Type: Toggle Motor Size: 1/2 hp Voltage: 230 UL Listed: Yes
Manufacturer: Pass and Seymour Cycle: 60 Amperage: 20 CSA Approved: Yes
Overload Protection: None Phase: 1 Switch Pole(s): 2 Rating: 2 hp
Junction Box Mtg.: Mounted and Wired RPM: 1725 Exp. Resist. Wiring: None
Switch Mounting: Shipped With Unit
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Assembly Drawing
Type: Belt Drive Centrifugal Sidewall Exhaust Fan

TOP AND SIDE VIEW

SUGGESTED
WALL OPENING
EXHAUST DUCT

END VIEW

29.8

22.128.9
Dia.

19.4

15.5

15.0

15.515.0

Ø19.4
Mounting

Hole Pattern

Notes: All dimensions shown are in units of in..
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CWB-141-5 Min/Max Fan Curve

Performance
Requested

Volume
(CFM)

Actual
Volume
(CFM)

External SP
(in. wg)

Total SP (in.
wg)

Fan
RPM

Operating
Power (hp)

1,214 1,214 0.879 0.879 1227 0.36
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WARRANTY AND LIABILITY: SELLER warrants to Buyer that products manufactured are free from defects in material and
workmanship for a period of 1 Yr (Standard) from the date of shipment. SELLER's obligations and liabilities under this warranty
are limited to furnishing FOB factory or warehouse at SELLER's designated shipping point, freight allowed to Buyer's city, (or
point of export for shipments outside the conterminous United States) replacement equipment (or at the option of SELLER parts
therefore) for all Seller's products not conforming to this warranty and which have been returned to the manufacturer. No liability
whatever shall attach to SELLER until said products have been paid for and such liability shall be strictly limited to the purchase
price of the equipment shown to be defective. Motors are warranted by the motor manufacturer for a period of one year. Should
motors furnished by SELLER prove defective during this period, they should be returned to the nearest authorized motor service
station. SELLER will not be responsible for any removal or installation costs. Electrical components, excluding motors, are
warranted only to the extent warranted by the original manufacturer. To the extent that SELLER is entitled to pass through a
warranty of the original equipment manufacturer of the electrical goods sold, SELLER will pass through such warranties to
Buyer. The legal remedies described in this Warranty are the sole exclusive remedy of Buyer. SELLER MAKES NO OTHER
WARRANTY, EITHER EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, REGARDING ITS PRODUCTS, OR ITS SELECTION AND APPLICATION,
INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, COMPLIANCE WITH BUILDING CODES, SAFETY CODES, LAWS,
MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS OR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. This warranty is extended solely to the Buyer. It is
nontransferable and non-assignable, and the Buyer shall not permit or authorize its employees, agents, representatives or
customers to claim, represent or imply that this limited warranty extends or is available to anyone other than the Buyer. ANY
MISUSE, NEGLECT, FAILURE TO FOLLOW INSTRUCTIONS OR MANUALS OF INSTALLATION OF MAINTENANCE
REPAIR, SERVICE, RELOCATION OR ALTERATION TO OR OF, OR OTHER TAMPERING WITH, THE PRODUCTS
PERFORMED BY ANY PERSON OR ENTITY OTHER THAN SELLER WITHOUT SELLER'S PRIOR WRITTEN APPROVAL
OR ANY USE OF REPLACEMENT PARTS NOT SUPPLIED BY SELLER, SHALL IMMEDIATELY VOID AND CANCEL ALL
WARRANTIES WITH RESPECT TO THE AFFECTED PRODUCTS. THE WARRANTY AND LIABILITY SET FORTH HEREIN
ARE IN LIEU OF ALL OTHER WARRANTIES AND LIABILITIES WHETHER IN CONTRACT OR IN NEGLIGENCE,
EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, IN LAW OR IN FACT, INCLUDING IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND
FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR USE. SELLER PROVIDES NO INDEPENDENT WARRANTY FOR THIRD PARTY
PRODUCTS OR COMPONENTS SOLD TOGETHER OR INCORPORATED WITH SELLER'S PRODUCT(S). THE SELLER
HAS THE RIGHT TO SETTLE ANY AND ALL DISPUTES REGARDING THE WARRANTY.

Warranty
1 Yr (Standard)
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AMCA Licensed for Sound and Air Performance.  Power rating (BHP/kW) includes transmission losses.

Greenheck Fan Corporation certifies that the model shown herein is licensed to bear the AMCA Seal.  The ratings shown
are based on tests and procedures performed in accordance with AMCA Publication 211 and AMCA Publication 311 and
comply with the requirements of the AMCA Certified Ratings Program.  Performance certified is for installation type A:
Free inlet, Free outlet. Power rating (BHP/kW) includes transmission losses. Performance ratings do not include the
effects of appurtenances (accessories).  The sound ratings shown are loudness values in fan sones at 5 ft. (1.5 m) in a
hemispherical free field calculated per AMCA Standard 301.  Values shown are for installation type A: free inlet
hemispherical sone levels.  dBA levels are not licensed by AMCA International.  The AMCA Certified Ratings Seal applies
to sone ratings only.

AMCA
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INLET
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34.38

17.88 SQ.

21.13 21.001.50 1.5032.25
53.25

23.89

18.00

29.25

Model: BSQ-130-3
Belt Drive Centrifugal Inline Fan

Dimensional

Quantity 1
Weight w/o Acc's (lb) 102

Weight w/ Acc's (lb) 238

Max T Motor Frame Size 145

Optional Damper (in.) 18 x 18

Performance

Requested Volume (CFM) 1,025

Actual Volume (CFM) 1,025

External SP (in. wg) 0.5

Total SP (in. wg) 0.593

Fan RPM 1214

Operating Power (hp) 0.23

Elevation (ft) 200

Airstream Temp.(F) 70

Air Density (lb/ft3) 0.074

Drive Loss (%) 12.9

Tip Speed (ft/min) 4,171
Static Eff. (%) 47

Motor

Motor Mounted Yes

Size (hp) 1/3

Voltage/Cycle/Phase 230/60/1

Enclosure ODP

Motor RPM 1725

Windings 1
NEC FLA* (Amps) 3.6

External SP 0.5 in. wg
Filters 0.059 in. wg
Damper 0.035 in. wg
Total SP 0.593 in. wg

Note: Using External SP only, the fan would have
been incorrectly selected at:

1150 RPM 0.2 hp

Notes:
All dimensions shown are in units of in.
*NEC FLA - based on tables 430.248 or 430.250 of
National Electrical Code 2014. Actual motor FLA may vary,
for sizing thermal overload, consult factory.
LwA - A weighted sound power level, based on ANSI S1.4
dBA - A weighted sound pressure level, based on 11.5 dB
attenuation per Octave band at 5 ft - dBA levels are not
licensed by AMCA International
Sones - calculated using AMCA 301 at 5 ft

Sound Power by Octave Band
Sound
Data 62.5 125 250 500 1000 2000 4000 8000 LwA dBA Sones

Inlet 80 77 75 67 58 60 54 50 70 59 10.1
Radiated 81 79 69 61 53 54 48 46 67 55 8.6
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Model: BSQ-130-3
Belt Drive Centrifugal Inline Fan
Standard Construction Features:
- Galvanized steel housing - Backward inclined aluminum wheel - Two bolted
access panels - Integral duct connection flanges - Ball bearing motors -
Adjustable motor pulley - Adjustable motor plate - Fan shaft mounted in ball
bearing pillow blocks - Static free belts - Corrosion resistant fasteners
Selected Options & Accessories:
UL/cUL 705 Listed - "Power Ventilators"
Switch, NEMA-1, Toggle, Shipped with Unit
Junction Box Mounted & Wired
Damper Shipped Loose, Inline, VCD-23-OB-18X18, Not Coated
Damper Actuator (TFB120), 230 VAC Actuated
Motor Cover
Sloped Filter Box, 1 in. Aluminum Filters
Isolators & Brackets, Spring Hanging (2 Kit(s): Qty 8, PN: 850344) (Shipped
Loose)
Unit Warranty: 1 Yr (Standard)
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Disconnect Switch
Enclosure Rating: NEMA-1
Standard Construction Features:
Enclosure constructed for indoor use to provide a degree of protection to personnel against incidental contact with the enclosed
equipment and to provide a degree of protection against falling dust. This enclosure meets the rod entry and the indoor
corrosion protection design tests. The rod entry test is intended to simulate incidental contact with enclosure equipment.
Enclosure is equipped with provision to lockout in the off position with customer supplied lock.

Notes: All dimensions shown are in units of in.

Electrical Drawing Details

Wiring
Schematic

4.35

2.50

2.000.72
1.06

1.65

1.06

Ø0.28
(4 HOLES)

Disconnect Switch Configuration

Type: Toggle Motor Size: 1/3 hp Voltage: 230 UL Listed: Yes
Manufacturer: Pass and Seymour Cycle: 60 Amperage: 20 CSA Approved: Yes
Overload Protection: None Phase: 1 Switch Pole(s): 2 Rating: 2 hp
Junction Box Mtg.: Mounted and Wired RPM: 1725 Exp. Resist. Wiring: None
Switch Mounting: Shipped With Unit
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Assembly Drawing
Type: Belt Drive Centrifugal Inline Fan

INLET

END VIEW SIDE VIEW

FILTER SECTION
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TOP VIEW

21.13

13.25 MAX

34.38

17.88 SQ.

21.13 21.001.50 1.5032.25
53.25

23.89

18.00

29.25

Notes: All dimensions shown are in units of in..
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DAMPER - INLINE
DISCHARGE TYP. SECTION VIEW

18
18

5.0
10.0
Min.

1.3
max. 1.3

max.

Standard Construction Features:

- Model VCD-23 is a well built low leakage control damper for automatic control or manual balancing applications - Galvanized
16 ga channel frame - Galvanized blades with reinforcements - Side mounted steel linkage is concealed in the frame to prevent
additional pressure drop - Axles are steel and 0.5 in. dia.- Synthetic axle bearings - Width and height furnished approximately
0.25 in. undersized - Field wiring is required to individual components

Damper Configuration:

Actuator Type: 230 VAC

End Switch: No

Actuator Configuration:

Manufacturer: Belimo Jackshaft Quantity: 0

Model: TFB120

Mounting: Internal

Quantity: 1

Notes: All dimensions shown are in units of in.
Width And height furnished approximately 0.25 in. undersize

Control Damper
Model: VCD-23
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Isolator
Type: Spring Hanging

Standard Construction Features:
The spring hanging isolator is designed to reduce the transmission of vibration and noise produced by suspended equipment
and piping. To assure stability, the spring element has a minimum lateral stiffness of 1.0 times the rated vertical stiffness. The
hanger will allow a support rod misalignment through a 30 degree arc and the isolation brackets will carry a 500% overload
without failure. The isolator has an epoxy powder coated bracket and spring coil which is color coded according to the load
capacity and has a noise isolation pad, all which is assembled into a stamped or welded hanger bracket.
This part number includes 4 isolators.

Isolator Configuration
Description: SH-1-70 Color: Green
Manufacturer: Kinetics Noise Control Mounting: Hanging
Load Capacity: 70 lb Kit Part Number: 850344
Deflection: 1.36 in.

NEOPRENE ELEMENT

Spring Hanging Deflection - Vibration Isolator

3.69

3.13

2.25

5.25

Ø0.625 MAX
Notes: All dimensions shown are in units of in.
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BSQ-130-3 Min/Max Fan Curve

Performance
Requested

Volume
(CFM)

Actual
Volume
(CFM)

External SP
(in. wg)

Total SP (in.
wg)

Fan
RPM

Operating
Power (hp)

1,025 1,025 0.5 0.593 1214 0.23
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WARRANTY AND LIABILITY: SELLER warrants to Buyer that products manufactured are free from defects in material and
workmanship for a period of 1 Yr (Standard) from the date of shipment. SELLER's obligations and liabilities under this warranty
are limited to furnishing FOB factory or warehouse at SELLER's designated shipping point, freight allowed to Buyer's city, (or
point of export for shipments outside the conterminous United States) replacement equipment (or at the option of SELLER parts
therefore) for all Seller's products not conforming to this warranty and which have been returned to the manufacturer. No liability
whatever shall attach to SELLER until said products have been paid for and such liability shall be strictly limited to the purchase
price of the equipment shown to be defective. Motors are warranted by the motor manufacturer for a period of one year. Should
motors furnished by SELLER prove defective during this period, they should be returned to the nearest authorized motor service
station. SELLER will not be responsible for any removal or installation costs. Electrical components, excluding motors, are
warranted only to the extent warranted by the original manufacturer. To the extent that SELLER is entitled to pass through a
warranty of the original equipment manufacturer of the electrical goods sold, SELLER will pass through such warranties to
Buyer. The legal remedies described in this Warranty are the sole exclusive remedy of Buyer. SELLER MAKES NO OTHER
WARRANTY, EITHER EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, REGARDING ITS PRODUCTS, OR ITS SELECTION AND APPLICATION,
INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, COMPLIANCE WITH BUILDING CODES, SAFETY CODES, LAWS,
MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS OR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. This warranty is extended solely to the Buyer. It is
nontransferable and non-assignable, and the Buyer shall not permit or authorize its employees, agents, representatives or
customers to claim, represent or imply that this limited warranty extends or is available to anyone other than the Buyer. ANY
MISUSE, NEGLECT, FAILURE TO FOLLOW INSTRUCTIONS OR MANUALS OF INSTALLATION OF MAINTENANCE
REPAIR, SERVICE, RELOCATION OR ALTERATION TO OR OF, OR OTHER TAMPERING WITH, THE PRODUCTS
PERFORMED BY ANY PERSON OR ENTITY OTHER THAN SELLER WITHOUT SELLER'S PRIOR WRITTEN APPROVAL
OR ANY USE OF REPLACEMENT PARTS NOT SUPPLIED BY SELLER, SHALL IMMEDIATELY VOID AND CANCEL ALL
WARRANTIES WITH RESPECT TO THE AFFECTED PRODUCTS. THE WARRANTY AND LIABILITY SET FORTH HEREIN
ARE IN LIEU OF ALL OTHER WARRANTIES AND LIABILITIES WHETHER IN CONTRACT OR IN NEGLIGENCE,
EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, IN LAW OR IN FACT, INCLUDING IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND
FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR USE. SELLER PROVIDES NO INDEPENDENT WARRANTY FOR THIRD PARTY
PRODUCTS OR COMPONENTS SOLD TOGETHER OR INCORPORATED WITH SELLER'S PRODUCT(S). THE SELLER
HAS THE RIGHT TO SETTLE ANY AND ALL DISPUTES REGARDING THE WARRANTY.

Warranty
1 Yr (Standard)
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AMCA Licensed for Sound and Air Performance Without Appurtenances (Accessories).  Power rating (BHP/kW) includes
transmission losses.

Greenheck Fan Corporation certifies that the model shown herein is licensed to bear the AMCA Seal.  The ratings shown
are based on tests and procedures performed in accordance with AMCA Publication 211 and AMCA Publication 311 and
comply with the requirements of the AMCA Certified Ratings Program.  Performance certified is for installation type B:
Free inlet, Ducted outlet. Power rating (BHP/kW) includes transmission losses. Performance ratings do not include the
effects of appurtenances (accessories).  The inlet sound ratings shown are loudness values in fan sones at 5 ft. (1.5 m) in
a hemispherical free field calculated per AMCA Standard 301.  Values shown are for installation type B: free inlet
hemispherical sone levels.  dBA levels are not licensed by AMCA International. The AMCA Certified Ratings Seal applies
to inlet sone ratings only. Radiated (casing) sound data is the sound generated through the fan housing when the fan is
ducted on both the inlet and outlet.

The AMCA licensed air and/or sound performance data has been modified for installation, appurtenances or accessories,
etc. not included in the certified data.  The modified performance is not AMCA licensed but is provided to aid in selection
and applications of the product.

AMCA
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GHEW Type 1, Baffle Filter Single Wall - Exhaust Only Wall Canopy

Model
Hood

Length (in.)
Width (in.)

Bottom

Width (in.)

Height (in.) Exhaust

Volume

(CFM)

Exhaust SP

(in. w.g.)

Double

IslandFront Back

GHEW 92 45 0 12 24 1214 0.379 No

Selected Options & Accessories:

Option or Accessory Description

Mounting Height 78 in. off Finished Floor.
Integral Air Space Factory Mounted on Back - 3" wide 
Filter Type Stainless Steel Baffle Filters
Wall Utility Cabinet 39 in Long 12 in Wide 24 in High

Material: 430 SS Where Exposed
UL Listing: UL 710 w/out Exhaust Fire Damper

Features:

Performance Enhancing Lip (PEL)
Standing Seam Construction for Superior Strength
Stainless Steel Finish for Higher Corrosion Resistance

Hood End Conditions:

Back Wall -  Limited Combustible

Section Data:

Section

Num.

Length

(in.)

Volume

(CFM)

SP

(in. wg)

Filter Qty
Filter Ht.

(in.)

Temp.

Rating

Light

Qty
Light Type

Foot

Candles

Drain

Location

Weight

(lbs)
16"

W

20"

W

1 92 1214 0.379 2 3 20 600 deg F 3 Incandescent / CFL 47.04 Right 256.833

Exhaust Collar Data:
Section

Num.

Collar

Num.

Collar Size (LxW) in.

or Diameter (in.)

Pos. Off

Left (in.)

Pos Off

Back (in.)

Velocity

(fpm)
Mounting Option

1 1 12 x 9 46 6.5 1619 Factory Mounted Exhaust Collar(s)
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Cooking Equipment Layout, Section 1

Description Fuel Type
Space

(in)

Length

(in)

Diameter

(in)

Depth

(in)

Cooking

Area (ft²)

Updraft Velocity

(CFM/ft²)

Contaminated

Airflow (CFM)

Convection Oven Electric 12 32 0 32 7.11 50 356
Range - 4 or more burners Electric 0 36 0 22 5.50 50 275

12.61 631

[(Hood Capture Area(cooking area + overhang on all sides*) - Total Cooking Area) X 50] + Total Contaminated Airflow = Net Exhaust Airflow

* Calculation uses 6 inch as front overhang regardless of actual overhang.

Calculation Method:    Section 1  =[( 24.28  -  12.61 )  X  50  ]  +  631 =  1214
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Fuel Type: Electric
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Range - 4 or more burners
Fuel Type: Electric
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Model: IDHC
Ratings and General Construction

Airflow Direction: Horizontal Control Box Offset: Left Control Voltage: 24 VAC
Deration: None Element Wire: 80/20 Heater Control: Stage
Heater Type: Slip In Heater Voltage/Phase: 230/1 Recess (in.): None
Flush Mount: No Stainless Hardware: Yes Power Fusing: No Preference

Accessories
Airflow Switch: Adjustable Control Transformer: Unfused Contactor: Magnetic
Disconnect Switch: No Thermostat: Room Fan Interlock: No
Vapor Barrier: No Dust Tight Box: No Pilot Light: None
Time Delay Relay: None

H
W

F

OFFSET LEFT
STANDARD

OFFSET RIGHT
OPTIONAL

Q

BD

Z
U

Notes: All dimensions shown are in units of in..
Slip In heaters are nominally undersized 0.250 in. wide and 0.125 in. 
high.
Power fusing required when amperage is 48 or greater.

Application & Design

The IDHC series is a custom duct heater featuring much
larger sizes. The IDHC has the following features:
• A disconnecting magnetic control contactor per
stage, or each 48 amp circuit within a stage
• 50/60 Hz design
• Fan interlock
• Power terminal board
• Control terminal board
• Grounding lugs
• Automatic limit switch for primary over
temperature protection
• Manual reset limit switch for secondary over
temperature protection
Typical applications are:
• Space heating
• Primary heating
• Supplemental heating
• Auxiliary heating
• Reheating
• Multizone/variable air volume heating
• In a horizontal airflow application, the airflow direction is not specific;
it can go either direction without any modification

Row
ID TagQuantity Width

(in.)
Height

(in.) KilowattsStages Amps Power
Fusing

Dimension
Q (in.)

Dimension
Z (in.)

Dimension
BD (in.)

Dimension
U (in.)

1-1 1 14.000 12.000 15.2 2 66.087 Yes 28.5 14.5 4.5 4.875

Total Qty: 1
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Ansul R-102 Wet Chemical Fire Suppression System

Hood Options and Accessories

Mounting Option Mounted in Wall Cabinet (includes pre-piped hood with detection and factory coordinated install)
System Size 3 Gallon
Flow Points Maximum of 11 and 6 are utilized.
Installation Location The fire system tank connection tee will be on the Left.
Gas Valve Mechanical Shutoff Valve, 2",  (Ansul)

There are 2 appliance drops on this system.
Metal Blow Off Caps High temperature metal caps to protect and keep the nozzles clean.
Permit Fees Included Permit and Puff Test Only

NOTE:  Must maintain 8 inch clearance between top of hood and pipe connections for installation (includes piping and workspace clearance).

Protected Hood Sections:

- Type 1 Hood Section 1

Standard Construction Features:
• Prepiping of the kitchen hood
• Fuel shut-off device
• One double-pole, double-throw microswitch for electric appliances
• All detectors, links, release mechanism, tank, and fire suppressant agent.
• One manual pull station for remote mounting (This must be in the path of egress, at a maximum distance of 20 ft (6.1 meters) from the release mechanism).
• An ANSUL® tank and release mechanism housed in a cabinet.
• Final field hook-up to be performed by a non-union certified ANSUL® distributor.
• Factory coordination of final system hook-up between jobsite contact and the assigned ANSUL® distributor.

Notes:
• The installation of the mechanical or electrical type gas valve is the responsibility of the plumbing contractor.
• A double-pole, double-throw microswitch is provided for use with electric appliances. This device also can be used with alarm systems, fan shut down, and
electric solenoid gas valves. The wiring of this device is the responsibility of the electrical contractor.
• Permit and Puff test fees.
• Two trips out to the jobsite is included (system installation and test).
• This program applies only to the continental United States. For an ANSUL® hook-up in Alaska, Hawaii, Canada or any International destination, please
consult Manufacturer for details and pricing.

Manufacturer HOOD MTD. FIRE CABINET HOOK-UP to consist of:
• Hook-up of detection lines, hook-up of supply lines, mount & hook-up remote manual pull, hook-up mechanical gas valve (If Applicable), charge and tag
system.

ANSUL REMOTE MTD. FIRE CABINET HOOK-UP to consist of:
• Hang automan and additional tanks if multiple system, hook-up of detection lines, hook-up of supply lines, mount & hook-up remote manual pull, hookup
mechanical gas valve (If Applicable), charge & tag system.

The basic fire suppression system does not include the following:
• Full dump test or system testing other than what is specified in the restaurant system installation manual, or special requirements to satisfy a state or local
code.
• Special classes or additional labor for access to security sensitive areas.
• More than one trip to the jobsite or special transportation or overnight lodging requirement in remote areas.
• A shut-off device (shunt-trip breaker) for electric cooking equipment.
• Installation of the gas shut-off valve.
• Special drawings required to satisfy a state or local code.
• Union Labor, Government Labor, or Prevailing wages required for the final field hook-up.
• Any and all electrical connection required to shut down fan(s), electric cooking equipment, activate an alarm system, etc.
• Any dismantling or reassembly required to gain access to the fire suppression piping located on the top of the hood.
• Plan examination fees
• Rough-in conduit for remote pull station or gas valve (for flush mounted pull station).
• Additional remote pull stations.
• Parts or labor required to correct piping due to cooking equipment changes or deviation from plans.
• Any charges for missing or additional parts other than those indicated on the attached Fire Suppression Detail.

Note:
• The customer is responsible for and will be invoiced separately for any additional work performed in accordance with the above items.
• The ANSUL® fire cabinet contains the release assembly that must be mounted within 60 inches (1.5 meters) of the canopy.
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Temperature Interlock Temperature Interlock

Standard Construction Features:
8 x 8 x 4 painted steel enclosure.
Complies with International Mechanical Code 2015 Section 507.1.1

Options & Accessories:
Mounting Option Wall Cabinet on Type 1 Hood
Thermal Overloads In Cabinet Thermal overloads are provided in cabinet for motors.
Temp Interlock Sensors (Installed) 1

Hood Section(s) Controlled by Temperature Interlock:
Hood Mark and Section Sensor Type Quantity of Sensors Sensor Installation

Type 1 Hood Section 1 Digital 1 Installed in Capture Tank
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CONTROL PANEL
Installation Location:

Wall Cabinet on Mark:
Type 1 Hood

Volt

Gas Off w/Fans

Qty. Temp. Switches (0-1)

Remote Switches

Tempering SW

TERMINAL BLOCKS = 8 LB.IN
GROUNDING BLOCKS = 8 LB.IN

STB

AF

Wiring Diagram Code:

D

EC
PB

SV

ST

S
LT

G

FS

EF
SF

OL 
C

R

Audible Alarm
Gas Reset
Power for Gas Solenoid
Power for Shunt Trip

Heat Switch
Cool Switch
AD Switch

One Switch for L & F

Qty. Light Switches (0-3)
Qty. Fan Switches (0-3)

Hood Mark(s):

Fan MarkMotor HP

Panel Mark:

OR - orange

YW - yellow
WH - white

RD - red
PR - purple

FIELD WIRING

BK - black
BL - blue

UNLESS SPECIFIED

BR - brown

USE MINIMUM
60° Copper Wire

FACTORY WIRING

EF Failure Light

Off Delay Relay
SF Failure Light

Aux. Supply Contact
Fan Failure Light (Appl.)

Tie in WWCP

Exhaust in Fire

Lights Out in Fire

DPDT Relay w/SF
DPDT Relay w/EF

Fire Relay (#1)

Extra Fire Relay (#3)
Extra Fire Relay (#2)

MUA Interface

WirePH FLA Breaker

0
0
0

X

X

 

Shunt Trip Breaker

Air Flow Switch

Damper

Evap Cooler
PushButton

Gas Solenoid

Starter

Switch
Light

Ground

Fire Switch 

Exhaust Fan
Supply Fan

OverLoad
Contactor

Relay

Digitial Temperature Interlock
1 Mounted Sensors - Factory
0 Mounted Sensors - Field 

TC
TS

Temperature Controller
Temperature Sensor

TORQUE: FIELD WIRING:

LABEL DESCRIPTION

WIRE COLOR

ALL WIRING 90°C 14 GA.

Temperature Interlock

Temperature Interlock
Electrical Prewire Package

CBD - Little Wueston Cafe - 8-4-17

These drawings shall not be removed from this equipment.
For additional information call GREENHECK Fan Corp. at
1-800-371-6858

SYSTEM DRAWING NOTE

LISTED
43BM

COMMERCIAL APPLIANCE OUTLET CENTER
ELECTRICAL RATINGS: 120V, 1PHASE, 60HZ, 15A

FILE #E200616

Serial Number:
Model:

WDSN#

KFCC

This Control Panel only provides control power
 to signal operation of supply and exhaust starters
Starters are Not provided by manufacturer, to be

provided by, wired and mounted by others

TEMPERATURE INTERLOCK CALIBRATION

1. PRESS SET BUTTON. 'St1' WILL APPEAR.
2. PRESS UP OR DOWN BUTTON TO NAVIGATE TO SET POINT THAT YOU WISH
TO ADJUST ('St1', 'St2', OR 'St3').
3. PRESS SET BUTTON TO VIEW CURRENT SET POINT. PRESS UP OR DOWN
BUTTON TO ADJUST AND PRESS SET BUTTON TO STORE VALUE.
4. PRESS SET + DOWN BUTTONS TOGETHER TO EXIT OR WAIT 1 MINUTE.
5. CHECK SYSTEM OPERATION BEFORE MAKING ADDITIONAL ADJUSTMENTS.

H1

L1 CONTROL INPUT: 120VAC, 15AMPS FROM BREAKER

N1

N G

S1
S1S1H

CP1

CP2

FS

FIELD WIRE FIRE SYSTEM
MICROSWITCH

NO       NC

C

ST
TYP. EXHAUST

ST
TYP. EXHAUST

ST
TYP. SUPPLY

CONTROL INPUT: 24/120 VAC, 15AMPS FROM BREAKER

RDRD

WTBK

T1-B T1-A

TS1

TC1

2 1 3

11 12

4

15 2320 17 2422

RD RD

®

8.0

8.0

4.0
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ESD-435 4 in. Frame, 35 deg Blade

APPLICATION & DESIGN
ESD-435 is a weather louver designed to protect air intake and exhaust openings in building exterior walls. Design incorporates drain gutters in the head
member and horizontal blades to channel water to the jambs where water is further channeled through vertical downspouts and out at the sloped sill.
The ESD-435 is an extremely efficient louver with AMCA LICENSED PERFORMANCE DATA enabling designers to select and apply with confidence.

PRODUCT DETAILS

Frame: 4 in. x 0.081 in. Frame Thickness
Frame Type: Flanged, 1.5 in., Exterior
Blades: 0.081 in. Fixed Blade Thickness
Material: Aluminum
Sizing: Nominal
Shape: Rectangular
Construction: Mechanically Fastened

OPTIONS & ACCESSORIES

Finish: Mill
Bird Screen: 0.75 in. x 0.05 in., Flat Expanded Aluminum, Internal,

Mill Finish
Warranty: 1 Yr (Standard) Product Warranty

Internal View

Width and Height furnished approximately 0.250 in. under size.

SUMMARY

ID # TAG QTY. W (in.) H (in.) FREE AREA
(ft2)

FREE AREA
(%) SECT. WIDE SECT. HIGH SHIP SECT.

3-1 1 26 26 2.17 47.1 1 1 1

PERFORMANCE

ID # TAG APPLICATION VOLUME (CFM) PRESSURE DROP
(in. wg)

FREE AREA
VELOCITY (ft/min) BPWP (ft/min)

3-1 Intake 1,025 0.04 472 989

**Calculated pressure drop does not include the effects of screens, filters or other accessories

Total Louver Qty: 1 Total Weight (lb): 16 Louver Area (ft2): 5

Total Ship Sect.: 1
**Weight shown is an estimate only based on the default base product configuration without options or accessories.
Larger openings may require field assembly of multiple louver panels to make up the overall opening size. Individual louver panels are designed to withstand windloads up to a maximum of 25
PSF (size and configuration dependent). Design, materials and installation of structural reinforcement required to adequately support large sections or multiple section assemblies within a large
opening are not provided by Greenheck. Unless specifically indicated, the following are NOT included in the quote provided: structural steel, installation hardware (anchors, angle clips,
continuous angles, shims, fasteners, inserts, backer rod and sealant), field measuring and/or installation, miscellaneous flashing, trim or enclosures, blank off panels, mullion covers or mullion
hardware, hinged frames or removable subframes, custom bird/insect screen, 3-coat, metallic and/or exotic paint finishes, bituminous paints for unlike metals, any applicable taxes, stamped and
sealed structural calculations seismic calculations or job specific engineered submittal drawings.
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Louvers Product Limited Warranty

Thank you for purchasing Greenheck louvers. Greenheck warrants this equipment to be free from defect in material and workmanship for a period of 1
year from the date of product shipment. Any units or parts, which prove defective during the warranty period, will be repaired or replaced at our option
when returned to our factory, transportation prepaid. Unless agreed upon otherwise Greenheck will not be held responsible for costs associated with
removal or installation of product(s).

The legal remedies described in this Limited Warranty are the sole exclusive remedy of Customer. This limited warranty will be void if payment from
Customer is not received within a commercially reasonable time frame. GREENHECK MAKES NO OTHER WARRANTY, EITHER EXPRESS OR
IMPLIED, REGARDING ITS PRODUCTS, OR ITS SELECTION AND APPLICATION, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, COMPLIANCE WITH
BUILDING CODES, SAFETY CODES, LAWS, MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS OR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. This limited warranty is extended
solely to the Customer. It is nontransferable and non-assignable, and the Customer shall not permit or authorize its employees, agents, representatives
or customers to claim, represent or imply that this limited warranty extends or is available to anyone other than the Customer.

In the event of material breach by the Customer of any of the conditions of this warranty, Greenheck shall have no liability for and product failure claims.

Failure to pay Greenheck in full for original services will automatically make this warranty null and void.

Greenheck will not be held liable for incidental or consequential damages of any kind.  The limited warranty of product(s) replaced or repaired under this
limited warranty shall be limited to the remainder of the original warranty period.  Greenheck reserves the right to reasonable field access to diagnose
and repair any product alleged to be defective.  This limited warranty may not be modified by anyone and may not be changed by such things as
purchase order forms or acceptance forms, unless otherwise agreed upon by Greenheck.

This limited warranty is provided in lieu of any other warranty requirements or obligations, including, but not limited to, those within project specifications.

All notices and claims given under or pursuant to this agreement shall be in writing and sent by certified or registered mail, postage prepaid, return
receipt requested to:  Greenheck, Attn:  Louver Sales, 525 Western Road, Schofield, WI  54476.

By proceeding to use our products and services on your project, you accept the terms of these limited warranties.
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Filter Configuration:
ID #: Tag: Mark Qty: Filter Type: Filter W x L x H (in): Qty of Filters: Part Number (1 each):

4 Make up Air Unit 1 1 inch Washable Aluminum Filter 20 X 20 X 1 2 462565

Notes: All dimensions shown are in units of in.
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Airflow Switch

Prevents heater from being energized when the fan 
is not on. Non adjustable airflow switch requires a 
minimum of .07 in. wc pressure. 
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Magnetic Contactor

Magnetic contactors are standard in all duct heaters. 
They are used for primary or back-up control. UL 
approved for 250,000 cycle operation.

3 pole magnetic contactor

2 pole magnetic contactor
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Control Transformer

Utilized when control voltage differs from line 
voltage. Primary over current protection. Class 1 
units must have primary side protection by fusing. 
Class 2 units have internal protection and do not 
require additional fusing unless specified.
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COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT DEPARTMENT 

 

333 Broadalbin Street SW, P.O. Box 490; Albany, OR 97321 Phone: 541-917-7550 Fax: 541-917-7598 
www.cityofalbany.net 

 

STAFF REPORT 
Historic Review of Exterior Alterations (HI-08-17) 

 

HEARING BODY LANDMARKS ADVISORY COMMISSION   

HEARING DATE Wednesday, October 4, 2017   

HEARING TIME 6:00 p.m.   

HEARING LOCATION Albany City Hall, Municipal Court Room, 333 Broadalbin Street SW  

 
EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

This staff report concerns a Historic Review of Exterior Alterations application to construct a six-foot by 
17-foot addition on the back side of the house at 1140 Calapooia Street SW, which is a Historic 
Contributing landmark in the Monteith National Register Historic District.  The proposed addition is 
designed to match the materials and features of the house in dimension and design, with reuse of existing 
materials where possible.  The analysis in this report finds that, as conditioned, the proposed alterations 
are compatible with the historic characteristics of the area and existing structure in accordance with the 
applicable review criterion in Albany Development Code (ADC) 7.150(2). 
 

 

GENERAL INFORMATION   
DATE OF REPORT: September 26, 2017  

FILE: HI-08-17  

TYPE OF APPLICATION: Historic Review of Exterior Alterations addition on the back of the 
house.  

 

REVIEW BODY: Landmarks Advisory Commission   

OWNER/APPLICANT: Michael and Deborah Burner; 1140 Calapooia Street SW, Albany, 
OR  97321 

 

ADDRESS/LOCATION: 1140 Calapooia Street SW  

MAP/TAX LOT: Linn County Assessor’s Map No. 11S-04W-12AD; Tax Lot 17700  

ZONING: Hackleman-Monteith (HM) District with Historic /HD Overlay 
(Monteith) 

 

PROPERTY RATING: Historic-Contributing, Monteith National Register Historic District  

 
NOTICE INFORMATION 
 
On September 6, 2017, a Notice of Public Hearing was mailed to property owners within 300 feet of the 
subject property.  The hearing notice was also posted on the subject site as of the date of this staff report. 
No public comments have been received to date.   
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STAFF ANALYSIS 
 
REVIEW CRITERIA 
 
Section 7.150 of the Albany Development Code (ADC), Article 7, establishes the following review 
criteria (in bold italics) for Historic Review of Exterior Alterations applications.  Only one of the review 
criteria must be met for the application to be approved. 
 
ADC 7.150 Exterior Alterations Criteria.  For applications other than for the use of substitute 
materials, the review body must find that one of the following criteria has been met in order to approve 
an alteration request.  
 
(1) The proposed alteration will cause the structure to more closely approximate the historical 

character, appearance or material composition of the original structure than the existing 
structure, OR 

 
(2) The proposed alteration is compatible with the historic characteristics of the area and with the 

existing structure in massing, size, scale, materials, and architectural features. 
 
ADC 7.150 further provides that the review body will use the Secretary of the Interior’s Standards for 
Rehabilitation as guidelines in determining whether the proposed alteration meets the review criteria.  It is 
noted that alterations to buildings participating in Oregon’s Special Assessment of Historic Property 
Program also require review and approval by the State Historic Preservation Office; however, no 
alterations to participating buildings are proposed in this instance.   
 
The analysis below represents findings related to the applicable review criteria from ADC 7.150.  These 
findings are followed by the evaluation of the Secretary of Interior Standards (identified in italics).  Staff 
conclusions and recommended conditions of approval are presented after the evaluation of the Secretary 
of Interior’s Standards.  
 
FINDINGS OF FACT 
 
1. Historical Character of the Building and Area.  The house at 1140 Calapooia Street SW is a Historic 

Contributing landmark in the Monteith National Register Historic District.  The surrounding historic 
district is characterized by single-family homes of various styles constructed between 1849 and 1945.  
The house is located near the southern boundary of the District at the northwest corner of Calapooia 
Street and 12th Avenue SW.  The house faces Calapooia Street to the east with a breezeway attached 
to a garage to the rear, which faces 12th Avenue.   
 
Per the Historic Resource Survey form, the circa 1920 Bungalow style house has one story and 
horizontal board siding.  The survey form does not note any decorative features or alterations apart 
from identifying the associated detached garage as a non-contributing structure.  Architectural 
features typical of the bungalow style include a cross-gable roof,  a projecting gable porch with 
tapered wood columns on brick piers, carved knee braces, decorative sawn bargeboards on the front 
and south elevations, eight-over-one and twelve-over-one wood double-hung windows, corner boards, 
and a water table and cap.  Exterior alterations include a breezeway between the back side of the 
house and garage.  
 

2. Proposed Exterior Alterations. The applicant proposes to construct a six-foot by 17-foot addition on 
the back side of the house to accommodate a closet and shower in an existing bedroom and bathroom. 
The addition is proposed to extend six feet back from the rear of the house, with the north wall inset 
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more than a foot south than the north wall of the house and a gable roof that extends from below the 
peak of the existing cross-gable roof on the house.  
 

3. The addition is proposed on the rear of the house in a location that is largely not visible from adjacent 
streets, except when viewed along 12th Avenue from in front of the breezeway that connects the back 
of the house with the detached garage.   
 

4. The west wall of the house where the addition is proposed currently has an eight-over-one wood 
window, a smaller single-light fixed window, and a three-light basement window, with siding and 
trim like that found elsewhere on the house.  Existing siding and trim are proposed to be reused on the 
addition where practical.  As proposed, the existing three-light basement window will be removed 
and the opening enclosed with the construction of the stem wall and foundation for the addition.  The 
applicant intends to retain the portion of the wall with the fixed window intact within the interior of 
the building and to remove the eight-over-one wood window for reuse in the addition, if possible.  
 

5. The applicant indicates that the proposed addition will incorporate the same materials and features 
that are found on the house, including composition shingle roofing and horizontal cedar siding above 
and below a water board and cap that has the same three-inch reveal and finish of that on the house 
and solid wood windows and trim. Four windows are proposed on the addition, including an eight-
over-one and a smaller single-light window on the west elevation that are substantially the same as 
the windows that currently exist, a six-light attic window on the gable end, and an eight-light closet 
window on the north side of the addition.  The new windows are proposed to be solid wood with 
double panes that match the dimensions, design, profile, and trim of the existing single-pane windows 
to the extent possible.  The proposed addition also includes exterior downcast metal light fixtures of a 
simple design.  Condition 1, listed at in the conclusion of this report, ensures the windows will be as 
proposed or substantially similar.  

 
6. Article 3, Development Standards.  The Hackleman Monteith (HM), zoning district has a minimum 

interior yard setback of five feet for single-story dwellings and minimum front yard setback of 15 feet. 
Consistent with these standards, the proposed addition is set back more than nine feet from interior 
property lines and more than 28 feet from front property lines.  

 
EVALUATION OF THE SECRETARY OF INTERIOR’S STANDARDS FOR REHABILITATION 

ADC 7.160 The Secretary of the Interior’s Standards for Rehabilitation. The following standards are to 
be applied to rehabilitation projects in a reasonable manner, taking into consideration economic and 
technical feasibility. 

 
ADC 7.160 (1) A property shall be used for its historic purpose or be placed in a new use that requires 
minimal change to the defining characteristics of the building and its site and environment. 

ADC 7.160 (2) The historic character of a property shall be retained and preserved. The removal of 
historic material or alteration of features and spaces that characterize a property shall be avoided. 

ADC 7.160 (3) Each property shall be recognized as a physical record of its time, place and use. Changes 
that create a false sense of historical development, such as adding conjectural features or architectural 
elements from other buildings shall not be undertaken. 

ADC 7.160 (4) Most properties change over time; those changes that have acquired historic significance 
in their own right shall be retained and preserved. 

ADC 7.160 (5) Distinctive features, finishes, and construction techniques or examples of craftsmanship 
that characterize a historic property shall be preserved.  
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ADC 7.160 (6) Deteriorated historic features shall be repaired rather than replaced. Where the severity 
of deterioration requires replacement of a distinctive feature, the new feature shall match the old in 
design, color, texture, and other visual qualities and, where possible, materials. Replacement of missing 
features shall be substantiated by documentary, physical, or pictorial evidence. 

ADC 7.160(7) Chemical or physical treatments, such as sandblasting, that cause damage to historic 
material shall not be used. The surface cleaning of structures, if appropriate, shall be undertaken using 
the gentlest means possible. 

ADC 7.160(8) Significant archaeological resources affected by a project shall be protected and 
preserved.  If such resources must be disturbed, mitigation measures shall be undertaken. 

ADC 7.160 (9) New additions, exterior alterations, or related new construction shall not destroy historic 
materials that characterize the property. The new work shall be differentiated from the old and shall be 
compatible with the massing, size, scale, and architectural features to protect the historic integrity of the 
property and its environment. 

ADC 7.160(10)  New additions and adjacent or related new construction shall be undertaken in such a 
manner that if removed in the future, the essential form and integrity of the historic property and its 
environment would be unimpaired. 

FINDINGS OF FACT 

7. Building Use (ADC 7.160(1)).  The property has been used as a single-family residence and the 
proposed alterations will make the house more functional for that use.  No incompatible changes to 
the character-defining elements of the building, its site, or its environment will occur to accommodate 
a new use.  The proposed alterations are consistent with standard ADC 7.160(1).  
 

8. Historic Character and Distinctive Features (ADC 7.160(2), (5), and (6)).  The addition is proposed in 
on the rear of the house and for the most part is not visible from surrounding streets.  The small size 
of the addition and its design and location on the building avoids the removal of historic materials and 
preserves the distinctive features on the main elevations facing the street that characterize the 
property.  Features that will be removed, such as windows, siding, and trim, are like those found 
elsewhere on the building where they will be preserved and remain prominent along with the more 
significant features that characterize the property, such as the front porch, decorative bargeboards, 
and knee braces distinctive of the Bungalow style.  Materials, where the addition is proposed, will be 
reused or left intact on the interior where possible.  The proposed addition avoids the removal of 
historic material and preserves the features and spaces that characterize the property and Bungalow 
style.  The proposal is consistent with ADC 7.160(2), (5), and (6). 

 
9. Historic Record (ADC 7.160(3)).  The proposed addition incorporates the features that are found 

elsewhere on the house and simple exterior light fixtures that are consistent with the Bungalow style.  
No conjectural features or architectural elements from other buildings or time periods are proposed.  
The proposal is consistent with ADC 7.160(3).  

 
10. Compatibility of Exterior Alterations and Additions (ADC 7.160(9) and (10)).  The addition is 

proposed in an inconspicuous location on the house with the least impact to character-defining 
features.  The proposed addition incorporates siding, windows, trim, roof materials and other features 
that match the remainder of the house.  It is smaller in scale than the main portion of the house and is 
designed to be inset from the northwest corner of the house with a projecting gable roof that 
differentiate the addition as a “bay” or “bump out” from the original part of the house, with the 
original roofline and footprint remaining prominent.  The essential form and integrity of this historic 
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building and its environment would be unimpaired in the event that the addition is removed in the 
future.  The proposal is consistent with standard ADC 7.160(9) and (10). 

 
11. Guidelines ADC 7.160(4), (7) and (8)) are not applicable.  The addition is not proposed in part of the 

house that is known to have been altered and the site is not known to contain significant 
archaeological resources and no chemical or physical treatments or excavation of note is proposed.   
 

CONCLUSIONS 
 

1. To be approved, the proposal must demonstrate conformance with at least one of the criteria in ADC 
7.150.  The proposed addition does not satisfy Criterion ADC 7.150(1) because it will not cause the 
structure to more closely approximate the historic character, appearance or material composition of 
the original structure than the existing structure. Therefore, the proposed alteration must satisfy the 
compatibility criterion ADC 7.150(2) to be approved. 

 
1. The small size of the addition and its design and location on the rear of the building minimizes the 

removal of historic materials and avoids impacts to the Bungalow’s character-defining features.  
 

2. The proposed additions conform to the applicable setback standards for the Hackleman-Monteith 
(HM), zoning district in ADC Article 3. 
 

3. The materials, design, architectural details, and craftsmanship of the proposed addition match the rest 
of the house and will be scaled to the structure.  

 
4. The proposed addition will not compromise the existing proportions and scale of the house or its 

character-defining features.  
 

5. The proposed addition will be compatible with the historic characteristics of the area and with the 
existing house in massing, size, scale, materials, and architectural features.   

 
6. The proposed alterations will meet Criterion ADC 7.150(2) with Condition of Approval 1 and 2, 

which will ensure it will be constructed as proposed and in accordance with applicable requirements.    
 

OVERALL CONCLUSION 
 
The application for Historic Review of Exterior Alterations satisfies applicable standards and review 
criteria with adherence to the conditions outlined in this report. 
 
OPTIONS FOR THE LANDMARKS ADVISORY COMMISSION  
 
The LAC has three options with respect to the subject application: 
 

Option 1:    Approve; 
 
Option 2:    Approve with Conditions; or 
 
Option 3:    Deny 
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Staff Recommendation 
 
Based on the analysis in this report, staff recommends the Landmarks Advisory Commission pursue 
Option 2 and approve the application with the conditions of approval provided below. 
 
CONDITIONS OF APPROVAL 
 
Condition 1  The proposed alterations shall be as described and depicted in the application materials 

and staff report.  
• The wood siding, windows, trim, roof design, and other architectural details visible 

on the exterior shall have the same materials, design, dimensions, and finishes as 
those that remain on the house.  

• New siding shall be horizontal and solid wood, have the same dimensions and 3-inch 
reveal, and be placed above and below a water table and cap.    

• New windows shall be solid wood and shall match or be substantially similar to the 
dimensions and design of the existing windows on the house. Windows may be 
double-paned.    

 
Condition 2 The applicant shall obtain required building permits associated with the proposal.  Work 

associated with the proposal shall comply with the Building Code, as adopted and 
amended by the State of Oregon; and other applicable state and local codes and 
ordinances related to building, development, fire, health, and safety, including other 
provisions of the Albany Development Code.  

 
ATTACHMENTS 
 
A. Location Map 
 
B. Applicant’s Submittal 
 B.1-B.3  Application Narrative and Description 
 B.4-B.8  Applicant’s Plans and Drawings 
 B.9-B.20 Applicant’s Photo Summary 
 B.21-B.24 August 30, 2017, Email to Staff Confirming Proposal Details 
  
C. Historic Resources Survey Form 
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Adams, Shawna

From: Mike Burner [Mike@teclabsinc.com]
Sent: Wednesday, August 30, 2017 9:22 AM
To: Adams, Shawna
Subject: RE: Historic Review application clarifications needed for 1140 Calapooia addition (City file 

HI-08-17)

Yes 
 

From: Adams, Shawna [mailto:Shawna.Adams@cityofalbany.net]  
Sent: Wednesday, August 30, 2017 9:21 AM 
To: Mike Burner <Mike@teclabsinc.com> 
Subject: RE: Historic Review application clarifications needed for 1140 Calapooia addition (City file HI‐08‐17) 
 
Thanks Mike. I understand you also plan on putting the siding below the water board even though the plans don’t show 
that detail. Is that correct? 
 
Thanks for the quick responses. This is what was needed to complete the application so we can proceed with scheduling 
the hearing on the October 4th.  It is advisable that you attend. We are required to send out public notice of the hearing 
20 days in advance and to post a sign on your site with information about the hearing a week prior to the hearing. You 
will get a copy of the notice with hearing details. 
 
 
Shawna	Adams	
Planner II / City of Albany Community Development 
333 Broadalbin Street SW, Albany OR 97321 
541.791.0176  
 
 
 
 
 

From: Mike Burner [mailto:Mike@teclabsinc.com]  
Sent: Wednesday, August 30, 2017 9:03 AM 
To: Adams, Shawna 
Subject: FW: Historic Review application clarifications needed for 1140 Calapooia addition (City file HI-08-17) 
 
 
 

From: Mike Burner  
Sent: Wednesday, August 30, 2017 9:02 AM 
To: Mike Burner <Mike@teclabsinc.com> 
Subject: RE: Historic Review application clarifications needed for 1140 Calapooia addition (City file HI‐08‐17) 
 
Hi Shawna; Yes we are going to preserve that water board and put that back on. That’s funny I couldn’t think of what 
that might be. Just thought that was considered molding or trim. Yes that will be reused as long as they can get it off 
without busting it up. No matter what that will look like the rest of the house. I am sure that is cedar too. 
 

From: Mike Burner  
Sent: Wednesday, August 30, 2017 7:53 AM 
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To: 'Adams, Shawna' <Shawna.Adams@cityofalbany.net> 
Subject: RE: Historic Review application clarifications needed for 1140 Calapooia addition (City file HI‐08‐17) 
 
Existing Windows: We are going to reuse the existing bedroom window that is there. The Existing Bathroom window 
that is there now will be hung on a half wall that will be separating the bath tub and shower. We will shop for an exterior 
window that matches the other window. If for some reason we have to use different window it will be all wood. The trim 
will be cedar and the siding will be cedar which is what it is now. The basement window will not be reused. The addition 
does not extend to the other bedroom or the basement door. 
 
Siding and Trim: All the Trim and Siding is cedar. If it is possible we are going to see if they can use the existing siding as 
long as they can save it. If not we will use cedar for all Trim and siding. Not sure what water board is but if you are 
talking about the green board that is used in bathrooms yes we will be using that in the shower area. Other than that if 
you were to take the siding off there is nothing right now underneath the siding so it will get sheeted with the proper 
sheeting and Tyvek paper for a water barrier and then the siding will be put back on it. Fascia will be cedar too. When 
the addition is done it will look like it’s been there the whole time.  
 
Stem wall and Basement door: The addition will be built on a footer. The stem wall for the rest of the house is framed 
2x4s 3’ft. high from ground level. Of course the basement has stem walls but we will not be extending the basement out 
under the new addition. The new addition does not extend anywhere near the basement door. 
 
Future Shop: This is not in the plans at all. 
 
Roofing: The roofing is composition shingle. We just had the roof replaced 2 years ago and we will be using the same 
company that put the new roof on. Dabellas out of Portland. 
 
Hope I’ve answered everything for you and it was very nice meeting you too. Thank you. 
 

From: Adams, Shawna [mailto:Shawna.Adams@cityofalbany.net]  
Sent: Tuesday, August 29, 2017 5:57 PM 
To: Mike Burner <Mike@teclabsinc.com> 
Subject: Historic Review application clarifications needed for 1140 Calapooia addition (City file HI‐08‐17) 
 
Mike,   The  City  has  completed  a  preliminary  review  of  your  Historic  Review  of  Exterior  Alterations  application  to 
construct an addition on your house at 1140 Calapooia Street. Based on our phone  conversation about  some of  the
details about your proposal,  I think  just a few clarification are needed to provide the  information needed to complete 
the application for the Landmarks Advisory Commission to evaluate the proposal’s consistency with the review criteria
at ADC 7.150(2) and  the Secretary of  Interior’s Standards  for Rehabilitation at ADC 7.160.   Below,  I have outlined  the 
clarifications needed below in hopes that you will find all of the questions simple and easy to answer. Please do give me
a  call  if  that  is  not  the  case. With  these  clarifications we will  be  able  to  proceed with  the  review  and  schedule  a
Landmarks Hearing.  If you are able  to get me  responses by  tomorrow,  that would be  just  in  time  for  the October 4th

Landmarks Meeting. The next meeting after that would be November 1st.  

 

Existing and Proposed Openings and Windows:  

 

Your written  narrative  indicates  that  all  proposed  features will  “match”  the  house  and  that  “double  framed wood
windows are proposed that will match the panes of the original windows”.  The application also indicates that Anderson 
400  Series windows  are  preferred. However, my  understanding  is  that Anderson  400 Windows  are  vinyl  clad wood 
windows rather than solid wood and it is unknown how they compare to the existing windows on the house otherwise. 
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Please clarify whether solid wood windows are proposed and the extent to which the proposed windows might differ 
from the windows on the house (dimensions, design, panes, trim, etc).  

 

Your written  proposal  indicates  that  no  features will  be  altered  that  have  any  historic  significance  or  character.   It 
appears  that  the  addition will  cover  or  require  the  removal  of  one  6‐over‐1  double  hung window,  one  single  pane 
casement  window,  and  one  triple  pane  basement  casement  window.   Also,  the  proposed  windows  shown  on  the 
elevation drawing for the west wall of the addition appear to match the general size and dimensions of two windows 
that are currently on the west elevation of the house.  Have you or are you considering reusing them on the addition?
Under what  circumstances do  you  intend  to  reuse  the windows or  to  install new ones  instead? Which of  the  three
windows will be left in place, removed, or reused? Please clarify your intent and rationale for any windows and trim that
will be removed and not reused. Reuse of the windows is not necessarily required to meet the approval criteria but since
the Secretary of Interior’s Standards address the removal and reuse of historic material these questions are relevant and
important considerations to address and reuse is certainly encouraged. 

Siding and Trim:  

 

The drawings do not show the waterboard or siding underneath it.  The narrative indicates that the proposed siding and 
all moldings will match those on the house. Does this include the waterboard and siding beneath it?  Please also clarify 
the extent of siding and trim (waterboard) that will be removed to accommodate the proposed addition and whether it 
will be re‐used.    

 

Stem Wall, Basement door:   

 

It is unclear from the narrative, drawings, and photos what exterior alterations are proposed to the basement, basement
door, and  foundation  for  the new addition. Are any  changes  to  the basement door proposed? The basement  itself?
What is proposed with respect to the stemwall noted on the elevation plans? To what extent will any of these effect the
exterior appearance of the house?  

Future Shop Building: The application materials make note of a future shop or outbuilding.  This may require a separate
Historic Review of New Construction application depending on size and does not appear  to be proposed at  this  time.
Please confirm.  

  

Roofing: Is the existing roof material wood or composition shingle? 

 

 

It was nice meeting you in person at the Planning Counter this afternoon.  Please do not hesitate to call if I you have any 
questions, concerns etc. 

 

Shawna	Adams	
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Planner II / City of Albany Community Development 
333 Broadalbin Street SW, Albany OR 97321 
541.791.0176  
 

 

DISCLAIMER: This e-mail may be a public record of the City of Albany and may be subject to the State of Oregon 
Retention Schedule and may be subject to public disclosure under the Oregon Public Records Law. This e-mail, including 
any attachments, is for the sole use of the intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information. 
Any unauthorized review, use, disclosure, or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please send a 
reply e-mail to let the sender know of the error and destroy all copies of the original message. 
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Oregon Historic Site Record

LOCATION AND PROPERTY NAME

address:    1140 Calapooia St SW historic name:

Albany, Linn County current/other names:

assoc addresses: block/lot/tax lot:

location descr twnshp/mg/sect/gtr sect:

PROPERTY CHARACTERISTICS

resource type:       Building height( stories):   1. 0 total elig resources: 1 total inelig resources:   1

elig evaluation:      eligible/contributing NR Status: Listed in Historic District

prim constr date:    c. 1920 second date:   date indiv listed:

primary orig use:    Single Dwelling orig use comments:

second orig use:

primary style:       Bungalow( Type)       prim style comments:

secondary style:  sec style comments:

primary siding:      Horizontal Board siding comments:

secondary siding:

plan type:   Bungalow architect

builder.

comments/notes:

GROUPINGS/ ASSOCIATIONS

Survey/Grouping Included In: Type of Grouping Date Listed Date Compiled

Albany Monteith Historic District- Boundary Expansion Listed Historic District 11/ 13/2008 2007

Farmstead/Cluster Name:   

SHPO INFORMATION FOR THIS PROPERTY 1
NR date listed:      106 Project(s)

ILS survey date:     SHPO Case Date Agency Effect Eval
RLS survey date:    01/ 18/ 2007

Gen file date:

ARCHITECTURAL/ PROPERTY DESCRIPTION

Includes expanded description of the building/property, setting, significant landscape features, outbuildings and alterations)
Assoc Rscs: non- contributing garage

HISTORY

Chronological, descriptive history of the properly from its construction through at least the historic period- preferably to the present)

RESEARCH INFORMATION

Title Records Census Records Property Tax Records Local Histories

Sanbom Maps Biographical Sources SHPO Files Interviews

Obituaries Newspapers State Archives Historic Photographs

City Directories Building Permits State Library

Local Library:  University Library:
Historical Society:      Other Respository:

Bibliography:

Oregon Historic Preservation Office 1 of 1
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HISTORIC PAINT COLORS AWARD
Deborah and Mike Burner, 1140 Calapooia Street

Debbie and Mike Burner and their children Meagan, Garrett and Taylor moved to

Albany in 1989.  After a couple of attempts at trying to purchase a home in one of the
historic districts, they finally found the right one in 1994.  The Burners first spotted their

turn of the century historic bungalow style Cross House on a Christmas tour of historic
homes.

Since moving in, the Burners have rebuilt the north and south walls that were rotting.
They temporarily lost their fireplace because of this but have plans to add a period
fireplace and mantel soon.  The Burners have also replaced missing dividing walls and
restored ceiling beams.  Mrs. Burner plans to use the old bricks from the replaced walls

to put in a brick patio.  She says their "house is in progress."

When it came to selecting paint colors, Mrs. Burner spent time driving around the
neighborhood looking at historic paint color combinations for ideas.  She saw a

combination of colors that she liked on a 4th Avenue historic home and went to the
paint store.  The colors she decided on are Zeus for the siding (the green) and Cheddar
for the trim.  The doors are finished in a New England red.  Debbie knew these colors

would look good, and it does!  The new paint really accents the defining overhanging
eaves and exposed rafters.  Before repainting, the bungalow was all white with a red
painted windows, so this is a completely new look for this historic home.  We think the

home looks wonderful, great job to the Burners!
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APPROVED:  DRAFT 

CITY OF ALBANY 
LANDMARKS ADVISORY COMMISSION 

Council Chambers, 333 Broadalbin Street 
Wednesday, June 7, 2017 

6:00 p.m. 

MINUTES 

Commissioners Present: Larry Preston, Bill Ryals, Cathy LeSuer, Jolene Thomson, Kerry 
McQuillin, David Abarr, Keith Kolkow 

Commissioners Absent:  None 

Staff Present: Bob Richardson, Planning Manager; Shawna Adams, Planner II; Edie 
O’Neil, Administrative Assistant I; Sean Kidd, City Attorney (left at 
7:03) 

Others Present Rebecca Bond, Albany Visitors Association 

CALL TO ORDER  

Chair Ryals called the meeting to order at 6:00 p.m. 

BUSINESS FROM THE PUBLIC 

None 

DISCUSSION OF RENOUNCEMENT OF HI-07-16 / HI-08-16 DECISION 

Planning Manager, Bob Richardson opened by introducing Sean Kidd, City Attorney.  He informed the 
Commission that Kidd would be there to answer questions about setting precedent for future decisions.  
Jessica Hensen, Deputy City Attorney, would be available later this month for questions and training.  
Planner Shawna Adams referred the Commission to the staff memo (see Agenda Packet) regarding a 
symbolic revote regarding the decision made in October 2016.   

Commissioner McQuillin opened by stating she had put a proposal together explaining that she thought 
people would have made a different decision if they had more information.  She stated that she would like to 
bring the discussion back in a formal way to make it clear to anyone looking back in the records what the 
Commission was thinking.  She went on to reflect on discussions from the February meeting regarding the 
cost of the property.  She explained that it was later clarified that the Commissioners were not sure what 
they could ask the applicant.  Also at the February meeting was further discussion about the cost estimate 
that was provided by the applicant.  She thought it was helpful to know that the burden was on the applicant 
to prove whether something could be considered cost prohibitive.  She clarified that this symbolic vote 
would not be a reversal of the original decision, and it would only be a symbolic decision. Ryals stated that 
he would like everyone to talk about how they felt, but that it was important as per legal council to not 
reverse the previous decision.  He urged the Commission to move forward instead of looking back.   

Commissioner Preston opened by stating that he thought what happened was that the process was mixed up, 
and he would like to know what the goal of the Commission is.  He explained that their goal should not have 
to do with evaluating finances, and he felt that it was turned into a discussion on what would cost too much.  
He also felt that what they did and what they anticipated was not part of what was executed.  Commissioner 
Abarr stated that he agreed with Preston that the Commission should not be deciding on what is cost 
prohibitive; the burden falls on the applicant, and he felt like that is where the Commission got bogged 
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down. He explained that his decision was based on the information provided in the Staff Report, and he 
feels differently now.  Commissioner LeSuer spoke up to say that her decision was based on the applicant 
having to create all new window openings, and it was more than just replacing windows.  She stated that she 
felt like she was not given enough facts, and the voting was rushed.  She said in the future, she would have 
like the option to table decisions for further research. She also stated that she did not see a difference in 
vinyl versus wood and was more concerned about trim which is why she voted yes.   

Commissioner Thomson said she had done some research after the October meeting which included talking 
to former Commissioners. She believes that the October decision should have been easier than it was and 
there was not enough information given; she also felt that there was inaccurate information given and did 
not like the way it was presented.  Ryals agreed that it should have been a simpler decision.  He pointed out 
that there were national guidelines that could help clarify what would be considered cost prohibitive.  He 
also said that the idea of a project being cost prohibitive needs to be set at a higher standard.  Ryals pointed 
out that there were hundreds of options for wood windows, and he felt that the Commission used the correct 
process for the wrong problem, but he was proud that they were not afraid to disagree with each other 
because more difficult issues will come up.  He continued on to say vinyl windows would not be an issue 
moving forward, and they were not setting any precedent.  Preston stated that he would like to strike out the 
term “cost prohibitive.”  Ryals replied that they could not do that, but it should be an extreme out when there 
is no other choice.   

Preston stated that he thought it would be helpful for the Commission to be aware of what is allowed for 
modifications.  Abarr replied that the Department of Interior’s standards reads that modifications should be 
original or substitute materials, and vinyl windows are not considered exempt from these standards. Ryals 
pointed out that the question may be when it is appropriate to use the term “cost prohibitive.”  Abarr added 
that he weighs staff recommendation heavily when making decisions.  

Ryals asked Staff what was considered a precedent. Kidd replied that one decision does not establish a 
precedent, and decisions should be weighed with evidence on a case by case basis.  He added that the 
Commission cannot rescind their decision.  He explained that renouncing their decision was not 
recommended.  He went on to say that it sounded like they had received additional information after they 
had made a decision that would have prompted a different decision.  Kidd stated that if the Commission felt 
like they did not have enough information, they had the option to table the decision, and the burden would 
be on the applicant to prove something was cost prohibitive.  He informed the Commission that Jessica 
Henson, Deputy City Attorney, would come back with further training.  Kidd advised the Commission that 
they should disclose any research done on subject properties; the reason is that this information could be 
used to make a decision, so disclosure is important so an applicant can rebut.  He continued by telling the 
Commission to look at their decision-making like the Court of Appeals; they can change things at every 
decision, and no decision would be automatically held against the next applicant for what had happened in 
the past.  

Ryals asked if he had the right to not vote even though he was the deciding vote between the split.  Kidd 
replied that the proper decision would have been to redo the motion and vote again.  Richardson explained 
the timeline for land use applications was for the City to make a final decision within 120 days; this would 
include appeals.  If the Commission gets into a situation where they needed more information, they have the 
option to keep the record open or tell the applicant that they have not convinced the Commission which 
would lead to a denial.  At this point, the applicant could reapply or appeal.   

Commissioner Kolkow added that he thought the content of the conversation was helpful, but he did not 
want a symbolic re-vote.  
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LEGAL TRAINING TOPICS 

Kidd told the Commission to let Staff know what they would like more training on, and Jessica could bring 
it to the next meeting.  Adams reviewed the topics on the parking lot list. The Commission told her several 
topics they would like more information on. 

HISTORIC PRESERVATION MONTH DEBRIEF 

Adams told the Commission they did well with the activities.  Adams thought the kitchen tour was well 
done and well received, and starting at the museum added value. Preston thought there was a good turnout 
for the tour, but would like to advertise more for the contractor fair.  Adams asked the Commission for ideas 
for content for the newsletter in July.  

MINUTES APPROVAL 

Commissioner Kolkow moved to approve the May 2, 2017, minutes as corrected.  Commissioner Preston 
seconded.  A vote was taken.  The motion passed 7-0. 

OTHER BUSINESS 

Ryals stated that the Albany Regional Museum would be getting ready for a fundraising season with a 
dinner kickoff.  Rebecca Bond stated that the tickets were currently available on their website. She listed 
several dinner dates, locations, and cost.  

Richardson informed the Commission about the Sustainable City Year Program end of year celebration on 
June 8.  He stated that they may be interested in the mapping class at 11:30 to analyze livability and 
walkability in certain neighborhoods.  

Richardson invited the Commission to attend the June 12 Planning Commission and City Council joint work 
session to hear an overview of ways to change the development code in the Code Audit project. 

He also reminded them that there was a Planning Commission Public Hearing on June 19 regarding the 
Central Albany Code amendments.  He encouraged input via written testimony or by coming to testify in 
person.  

LAC GROUP PHOTO 

NEXT MEETING DATE  

July 12, 2017 

ADJOURNMENT  

There being no other business, the meeting was adjourned at 7:42 p.m. 

Respectfully submitted, Reviewed by, 
 
  
 
Edie O’Neil Shawna Adams 
Administrative Assistant I Planner II 
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APPROVED:  Draft 

CITY OF ALBANY 
LANDMARKS ADVISORY COMMISSION 

Council Chambers 
333 Broadalbin Street 

Wednesday, August 2, 2017 
6:00 p.m. 

MINUTES 

Commissioners Present: David Abarr, Keith Kolkow, Cathy LeSuer, Kerry McQuillin, Larry 
Preston, Bill Ryals, Jolene Thomson 

Commissioners Absent:  None 

Staff Present: Edie O’Neil, Administrative Assistant I, Shawna Adams, Planner II, 
Anne Catlin, Planner III 

CALL TO ORDER 

Chair Ryals called the meeting to order at 6:00 p.m. 

PUBLIC COMMENT 

No public comment 

QUASI-JUDICIAL PUBLIC HEARING - HI-05-17; Historic Review of Exterior Alterations to 
partially replace a non-historic attached garage with one that is smaller and set back further from 
the street 

Ryals opened the public hearing at 6:03 p.m. 

Declarations by the Commission: 

Conflicts of Interest:  None 
Ex Parte Contact:  Preston: met with the applicant and discussed the subject project 
Site Visit:  Kerry McQuillin, Cathy LeSuer  
Abstain:   None 
Challenges:   None 
 
Staff Report: 

Planner Shawna Adams provided a verbal summary of the case.  Staff-proposed conditions of approval 
were included for the Commission’s consideration (see Agenda Packet). 
 
Adams confirmed there were no public comments following the Notice of Public Hearing. 
 
Questions from the Commission:   

None 
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Applicant Testimony:  

Mark Spence, 707 Broadalbin St SW.  Mr. Spence stated that the subject house fronts to the west.  The 
proposed structure will be on the south side of the property.  The windows that will be revealed and/or 
restored are not bay windows but sit flush with the house.  He made reference to the Agenda Packet, 
specifically to pictures of the side and front of the porch.  He pointed out that he has the original windows 
on site; sashes on the ends are missing.  He explained that the south side of house never had sashes on the 
large picture windows, so he refabricated two lower sashes.  Mr. Spence stated that some extra trim is 
gone but will be reapplied.  He went on to say that the proposal will legally be a detached structure due to 
load bearing walls.   

Commissioner McQuillin referred to Attachment B.5 (see Agenda Packet), confirming with the applicant 
that no changes would be made to the north windows on the porch.  

Commissioner Abarr confirmed with the applicant that the proposed garage siding reveal would match the 
house.  Ryals inquired about the garage door.  Mr. Spence stated he did some research, and the garage 
door will be wood with divided lights and beveled edging.  He also said that the concrete currently 
covered may have to come out and new concrete will be put down to match the front.  

Testimony in Favor:   

Lise Grato: 220 7th Avenue SW.  Ms. Grato stated that she was confident in Mr. Spence’s quality of work 
and she felt he was an asset to the neighborhood. She said she supports the proposal. 

Testimony in Opposition:  

None 

Neutral Testimony:     

None 

Rebuttal Testimony:   

None 

Staff Response:          

None  

Procedural Questions:        

None 

Ryals closed the hearing at 6:20 p.m. 

Discussion and Decision:  DRAFT
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McQuillin spoke up with questions for Staff.  She asked why conditions of approval were included in the 
Staff Report.  Adams replied that they are standard for land use applications.  She explained that the first 
condition was clarifies the scope of approval, and the second ensures compliance with building code.  She 
added that conditions also assist with follow-up in the future.  

MOTION: Commissioner Abarr moved to approve the land use application as conditioned and 
recommended in the staff report.  Commissioner LeSuer seconded.  A vote was taken, and the motion 
passed 7-0. 

OTHER BUSINESS 

Ryals shared information regarding a building he had been working on at 2nd Street and Ferry Street 
where original windows were found completely intact. 

APPROVAL OF MINUTES 

Abarr moved to approve the April 10, 2017, joint minutes.  Kolkow seconded.  A vote was taken and the 
motion passed 7-0. 

McQuillin stated that she though some elements were missing from the June 7, 2017, minutes.  
Discussion about the June 7, 2017, meeting ensued.  The Commission asked that Staff listen to the 
recording and bring them back to the next meeting with requested alterations.   

NEXT MEETING DATE 

September 6, 2017 

All confirmed attendance 

ADJOURNMENT 

There being no other business, the meeting was adjourned at 6:36 p.m. 

Respectfully submitted, Reviewed by, 
 
   
 
Edie O’Neil Shawna Adams 
Administrative Assistant I Planner II DRAFT





APPROVED:  Draft 

CITY OF ALBANY 
LANDMARKS ADVISORY COMMISSION 

Council Chambers 
333 Broadalbin Street 

Wednesday, September 6, 2017 
6:00 p.m. 

MINUTES 

Commissioners Present: Keith Kolkow (arrived 6:08), Cathy LeSuer, Kerry McQuillin, Larry 
Preston, Bill Ryals (arrived 6:14), Jolene Thomson 

Commissioners Absent:  David Abarr (excused) 

Staff Present: Jessica Hensen, Deputy City Attorney; Shawna Adams, Planner II; Bob 
Richardson, Planning Manager; Edie O’Neil, Administrative Assistant I 

 

CALL TO ORDER 

Chair Ryals called the meeting to order at 6:06 p.m. 

PUBLIC COMMENT 

No public comment 

LEGAL TRAINING 

Robert Richardson, Planning Manager introduced Jessica Hensen, Deputy City Attorney and gave a brief 
overview of the training.  

Ex-Parte Contact 
Hensen defined ex parte contact, referring to Blacks Law Dictionary and advising that this type of  contact 
should be avoided. She gave examples of types of ex parte.  She explained that the purpose of declaration 
promotes impartial decisions by ensuring disclosure.  She added that disclosure is important because courts 
can overturn decisions if ex parte contact was made.  She went over the statutory process for disclosure.   
Richardson reminded the Commission that declarations are read at the beginning of every hearing.  Hensen 
advised them to be specific about facts.  She went on to say that reading publications regarding a case is 
considered ex parte, and they should provide a copy of document.   

Commissioner Preston asked for clarification on who the declaration applies to.  Henson clarified that it has 
to be made available to people who ask to see it.  Preston asked if he should declare ex parte if he talks to 
applicants before applications or hearings occur.  Hensen advised to disclose this at the hearing if he talks to 
a contractor about a project and it comes to a hearing in the future to disclose this at the hearing.  Richardson 
added that if he talks to someone about a potential project but is not hired and they submit an application 
several months later, a site visit should be declared.  Hensen clarified that communication with staff and 
legal council are not ex parte.  She also advised that legal questions should wait until after the close of the 
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hearing.  Richardson explained what “new information” means; no new information is to be submitted after 
a hearing is closed.  

Site Visits 
Hensen explained that site visits consist of information obtained outside of the hearing, but they are not 
technically ex parte communication.  They have to be disclosed in the same manner and for the same 
reasons as ex parte communications.  Site visits are encouraged.  She added that driving past a site is not a 
site visit; a site visit is intentionally visiting a site because there is a hearing.   

Conflict of Interest 
Hensen stated that there are two types of conflict of interest, actual and potential.  She gave the distinction 
that for actual a Commissioner would be directly benefitted or harmed by a decision, whereas potential 
means it could cause benefit or harm.  She pointed out that it is important to disclose conflict of interest and 
gave several examples.  She advised not to participate in voting when declaring a conflict of interest, siting 
statute ORS 224.120(2)a and ORS 244.120(2)(b).  She added there was no need of a declaration if it arises 
from a membership or interest held in an industry and gave examples.  She pointed out the requirement to 
announce the nature of the conflict on each occasion.  Decisions can be voided by a higher court if a 
declaration is not made.  She explained that the more people it benefits, the less likely it is a conflict of 
interest.   

Ryals asked if he recused himself due to a conflict of interest, could he testify during the public hearing.  
Hensen replied that she would look into this and get back to him.   

McQuillin asked if there was a distinction about being employed on a project in the future.  Hensen 
answered that it is only a potential conflict of interest if a Commissioner had worked with an applicant in the 
past, and it should be disclosed.  Richardson advised the Commission to check with Staff if they have any 
questions about a possible conflict of interest.  He added that if a conflict of interest was disclosed and no 
one raised an issue about it, this would be the end of the conflict.   

Public Meetings and Minutes 
Hensen explained that minutes are a historical record and are not verbatim.  She stated that they should 
contain record of motions, summary of oral testimony, and substance of any discussion on any matter.  She 
pointed out that they should not be detailed and should only contain the substance of the meeting. She 
advised that verbatim minutes are not desired or practical.  She gave examples of what minutes should 
contain. She listed what minutes should not include.  Richardson added that audio file transcripts are kept in 
city records and are accessible to the public.  

OTHER BUSINESS 

Adams informed the Commission about an upcoming CLG workshop on October 17 from 9:00 a.m. to 
3:00 p.m. in Canby.  

Adams let the Commissioners know that two hearings are scheduled for the October 4 meeting.  DRAFT
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McQuillin asked if there was any information available from the University of Oregon.  Richardson 
replied that they do not have those materials, just suggestions on what those materials might be.  
McQuillin felt like this was important and stated that she was willing to work on a draft letter.  

APPROVAL OF MINUTES 

McQuillin asked about changes to the June 7, 2017, minutes that were requested at the August 2, 2017, 
meeting.  Richardson explained that as per a conversation with the City Clerk regarding City policy on 
how much detail to include in minutes, and that the minutes adequately reflect discussions and actions 
taken.  McQuillin requested to listen to the audio for the June 7 meeting.  LeSuer asked for a bold and 
strikeout version of the minutes showing changes to be presented at the next meeting. It was explained 
that this is not City policy, but she could compare them to previous versions presented in earlier Agenda 
Packets.  

Commissioner Kolkow moved to approve the June 7, 2017 minutes as submitted.  Commissioner LeSuer 
seconded. A vote was taken. The vote failed 6-0. 

NEXT MEETING DATE 

October 4, 2017 

ADJOURNMENT 

There being no other business, the meeting was adjourned at 7:36 p.m. 

Respectfully submitted, Reviewed by, 
 
   
 
Edie O’Neil Shawna Adams 
Administrative Assistant I Planner II 
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